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1. Introduction
1.1 General overview
A central issue related to climate change and the regional path to a low carbon society is how
we can change our mind-sets, including our associated behavioural patterns. It is related to how
complex systems can be dealt with, conceptually, psychologically, as well as socially. To what
extent can we change our mind sets and life styles? Which are the means? What are the drivers?
Which are our preferences, and priorities today and tomorrow?
In order for us to change our society, i.e. to meet the challenges ahead of us – not least with
regard to climate change and associated challenges – we have to understand the human capacity
to deal with complexity, e.g. with regard to our capacity to adapt and to innovate. To
reformulate this challenge: we need to consider the relation between internal and external
complexities i.e. the relation between mind and nature. Thus, the path towards a low carbon
society relates both to deep human issues, as well as to a vast array of more practical
considerations and actions. In order to understand our situation at large but also to support the
decision making at various levels and by different stakeholders we need to improve and design
new types of models of various kinds. These could be conceptual as well as formal, such as
computational models that can be used for simulations and scenario building for decision
support.
When dealing with complex systems from the point of view of an individual, which in the end
is the basic element of our societies, we have to consider his/her cognitive functions, notably
perception, learning, anticipation, decision making, and intention/action. In particular, action is
necessary for change in our external environment, but it is based on change of perception in our
internal environment. We explore our world in a perception-action cycle (Freeman, 2000). This
cycle is at the heart of human mind, where cognition transforms the primary aspects of
consciousness, attention and intention, into perception and action (Liljenström, 2011).
The development of our cognitive and conscious abilities depends on an appropriate interaction
with the complex and changing environment, in which we are embedded. Our perceptions and
actions develop and are refined to effectively deal with our external (and internal) world. This
also means that all human understanding is shaped by the interaction between these “worlds”.
In particular, our cognitive processes are related to the spatial and temporal aspects of our
environment, and thus have to be understood in this context (Freksa, 1997; Burr & Morrone,
2006). The sense of agency is also based on these spatio-temporal relations, specifically on
cause-effect relations and correspondence between goals and actions in space and time (Balconi
& Crivelli, 2009). An understanding of these relations is important when we discuss e.g. agent
based models below.
What are the consequences of all this for our approach to climate change? How can we go from
cognition and understanding to policy and action? In the literature, perception and action is
often in focus, but intention is generally neglected. There is a need to link perception to action,
and this should include intention, our conscious will to change. Information is not enough, but
intention needs to be transformed into (appropriate) action (Liljenström, 2011).
So what are the cognitive and behavioural limitations - or barriers - that the public is facing in
responding to climate change? These may be placed in three categories:
1) psychological/conceptual barriers,
2) social and cultural barriers and
3) structural (political economy).
2
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Barriers to effective engagement in response to climate change exist on all scales from the
individual to the institutional, and these dimensions clearly interact. Hence, many well
informed individuals feel unable to make change in a world where the fossil fuel industry has
so much power (Norgaard, 2009).
Four stages in the decision making process may be differentiated (Risbey et al., 1999):
1. Signal detection, where it is decided what is adapted to (the signal) and what is ignored
(noise);
2. Evaluation, where the signal is interpreted and foreseeable consequences are evaluated;
3. Decision and response, which results in an observable change in the behaviour and
performance of the system; and
4. Feedback, which involves monitoring of the outcomes of decisions to assess whether
they are as expected.
It is now commonly understood, partly due to the fundamental studies on intuitive assessments
and judgements by Daniel Kahneman and co-workers, that human decisions are often more
irrational than we like to believe, in particular when acting under uncertainty (Tversky &
Kahneman, 1974, 1981; Kahneman, 2011). Even if this view has been challenged (e.g.
Gigerenzer, 1991), there is a need for further studies on the processes and drivers that determine
our decisions and behaviours (Simon, 1992; Lawrence & Nohria, 2002).

1.2 Neural basis of decision making
This report concerns the development and application of a neuro-cognitive model with a focus
on the decision making process (DM) of an individual in a social context. The objective is to
contribute to an understanding of the relation between individual decisions of citizens and the
decisions to be taken by policy makers. Our computational model includes effects of personal
factors, behavior and environmental factors, based on neural structures, dynamics and
functions.
Our main approach is using neuro-computational methods to tackle personal factors and
behavior of individuals in DM. At the individual level, we have used Kahneman’s ideas of
“thinking fast and slow”, as a paradigm when modeling the interaction of emotion and
cognition in DM. The amygdala, orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and lateral prefrontal cortex
(LPFC) were considered as the major neural structures underlying decision making. The
interaction of the first two structures plays a remarkable role in the emotion perception and the
emotional response, while the rational decisions are evolved at the latter structure. The resultant
of emotional and rational selections infers the final decision making strategy.
The neural networks of the three modeled brain structures control DM with respect to some
individual and environmental parameters. Stored emotional/rational experiences and individual
principles are the basis of the attitude formation. Internal states such as fatigue, anger,
happiness, etc. are considered as influential parameters on emotional decision. The self-control
power, the contribution of emotion and rationality in making decisions, determines the result of
the competition between these two systems. Considering the human being as an isolated agent,
internal stimuli and environmental conditions (e.g. availability of options) are the only
parameters affecting the behaviour.
To the extent that individual behaviors can be considered the basis of society, social
interactions are crucial for determining our attitudes and actions. In our model, social influences
3
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are confined to social advice received from other agents close to the decision maker (principal
agent). The other agents condition the decision of the principal agent regarding the social
distance (degree of trust) and attitude similarities. The mentioned parameters at the individual
and social levels considering the personality of the agent are adapted to get the suitable
behavior.

1.3 Emotion and cognition
We are constantly subject to a huge amount of information received from the environment. The
processed-assessed information, together with our inherited traits, provides a basis for our
behaviors, which is dependent on our decision making process. Psychologically, this process
can be categorized into three phases. Initially, the prevailing options concerning the internal and
external states are emotionally evaluated and prioritized. In the second phase, the emotional
process is followed by a cognitive assessment of the options and the selection of actions,
depending on needs. Finally, the execution of an action and evaluation of the resulting effects
allow for a comparison between actual and expected values. Based on the “prediction error”,
the assigned values to the choices in the first step are revisited and learnt, possibly resulting in a
change of mind (Ernste & Paulus, 2005).
However, human DM may not be as rational as often believed, which has been demonstrated by
Kahneman and colleagues (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Kahneman, 2011). According to their
hypothesis, DM is the result of an interplay between an intuitive/emotional and a
rational/cognitive system, represented as System 1 and System 2, respectively. This dual process
model posits the integration of a “bottom-up”, intuitive, fast, implicit, emotional system (1) and
a “top-down”, deliberative, slow, explicit, cognitive system (2) (Frank et al., 2009). It is
important to note that rationality and cognition are two terms defined differently in different
areas. In this paper, we use the concepts interchangeably, and assume cognition is rational,
although this may not always be the case.
Damasio (1994,1996) has corroborated this emotional-cognitive hypothesis based on
neurobiological data, and further developed a Somatic Marker Hypothesis (SMH). This
hypothesis postulates that emotion is the body-mind reaction to different stimuli and involves a
primary and a secondary subsystem. The primary subsystem has the propensity of being
aroused in uncertain situations. The activation of this subsystem is not necessarily experiencedependent and is associated with the phylogenetically developed primary needs and intrinsic
emotional responses of mammals. On the contrary, the secondary subsystem is entirely context
dependent and associated with a learning process. The bodily changes (somatic markers)
signify the valence and salience of the emotion, and the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and
amygdala networks are proposed to constitute the neural basis of SMH. Kahneman's and
Damasio’s hypotheses have laid the foundation for further neurobiological research on
cognitive and emotional aspects of DM.

4
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Fig. 1. A schematic representation of the interactions of the three main neural
structures in the decision making process. Amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex
(OFC) are considered the main structures in emotional decision making, and
lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) plays a crucial role in the cognitive/rational
analysis. Inputs come from all sensory modalities. The flexibility of this process
depends on the real (experienced) value of the executed action, transmitted to
LPFC and OFC to update the stored rational and emotional attitudes toward the
chosen option.
To summarize, in this work we consider two systems involved in the DM process:
System 1: A bottom-up, automatic, intuitive, emotional, and implicit system (Amygdala, OFC)
System 2: A top-down, controlled, rational, cognitive, and explicit system (LPFC)
These two systems may correspond to fast and slow ”thinking”, respectively (Kahneman,
2011). In Fig. 1 we illustrate the considered brain structures and their connections.

1.4 Focus and Objectives
There may be several environmental and intrinsic contexts influencing or modulating our DM
(Doya, 2008). For example, expectation of a high reward can motivate an individual to go for
an action despite a large cost. Uncertainty of action outcomes can promote risk taking and
exploratory choices, while predictable environments could facilitate consideration of longerdelayed rewards. Much of this involves various neuromodulators, such as serotonin and
dopamine (Doya, 2008), but these will not be considered in the current report. There is also a
number of other factors affecting our decisions and learning, such as needs, desires, and risks,
as well as knowledge and uncertainty about the environment. We will treat these factors more
specifically elsewhere. The focus here is on certain external and internal factors that influence
our choices and form the basis of our DM. As an example of DM at an individual level, which
also has implications at a societal level, we take the choice of transport at an every-day basis.
Given a set of options, this has relevance for reaching a climate neutral society (see Liljenström
et al., 2014).
In this report, we model and discuss the neural processes associated with individual DM,
5
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applied to semi-realistic societal choices with consequences for climate and environment. We
base our modelling approach on the notion that DM is influenced by cognitive, as well as
emotional considerations, as discussed by e.g. Kahneman and colleagues. However, in contrast
to examples from classical framing and gambling, as is usual in Kahneman-Tversky
simulations, we deal with socially embedded decisions concerning various forms of
consumption patterns, in particular the choice of transport between home and work.
One of the influential parameters in reward evaluation is time. During the process of intertemporal decisions, rewards are discounted in line with a hyperbolic function. Therefore,
humans (as well as other animals) are more tempted to short term rewards than long term ones.
Based on this hypothesis, humans, in general, ignore large-value/long-term benefits, in favor of
small-value/immediate rewards. It is also assumed that the short-term goals are pursued by
neural structures involved in emotion, while long term rewards are evaluated by rational
cognition.
The execution of some selected actions is due to suppression of other interests, which can be
interpreted as some kind of “self-control”, apparently involving primarily LPFC (Christodoulou
et al., 2010). Considering the nature of inter-temporal decisions and rewards associated with
e.g. climate change, which will emerge after a long period of time, the issue of self-control is
also of interest to us, but is not further discussed in the present work.
A successful DM is an adaptive process, based on social interactions and individual
experiences. It is also dependent on our attitudes, preferences, mood etc. Attitudes are however
rather stable and usually do not change on a shorter time scale. Yet, attitudes may change as a
consequence of knowledge and insight, and also as a result of experience and interaction with
others. This is the subject of further research and modeling.

2. A neuro-cognitive model
2.1 Theory of decision making
The DM process is nicely summarized in a review by Doya (2008) and in Bedia & Di Paolo
(2012). The evaluation of the consequences (reward/punishment) of the selected option can be
described with a value function, V(opt), which can be referred to as the expected value of an
option. In a general form, the value of an outcome of an action at a state is a function of reward
amount, delay and probability:
V(opt) = f(amount)×g(delay)×h(probability)

(1)

where f is a ‘utility function’ of the reward amount, g determines ‘temporal discounting’ of
delayed rewards, and h represents the possible over- or undervaluation of stochastic outcomes.
When there are multiple possible outcomes, the value of the option is their sum:
V(opt) = f(amounti)×g(delayi)×h(probabilityi)

(1’)

Each option can result in an action, a, that may have several consequences, c1, c2, ….
Considering the influential parameters mentioned above and the possible results, the equation
can be restructured as follows:
𝑉(𝑜𝑝𝑡) = ∑_𝑖( 𝑝_𝑖 × 𝑈(𝑐_𝑖)) ,
(2)
where pi determines the probability of the influences of the alternatives and U is the utility
function, including the influence of the two remaining factors (amount, delay).
6
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Given the values of the action candidates, V(a1),…, V(an), the most straightforward way is to
choose the one with the highest value (the matching law):
p(action = ai) ∝ V(ai)

(3)

In learning the values of actions in dynamic environments, a critical issue is to identify which
action in time caused a given outcome. There are three basic ways for learning values in
dynamic environments:
1) Keep in memory which action was taken at which state in the form of ‘eligibility

traces’, and when a reward is given, reinforce the state-action associations in
proportion to the eligibility traces.
2) Use so-called temporal difference learning. In the case of exponential temporal

discounting, this involves following a model using a recursive relationship of the
values of subsequent states and actions to update the previous state-action pair.
V(state, action) = E[reward + γV(new state, new action)]

(4)

3) Learn a model of action-dependent state-transition probability and, given the present

state, predict the future rewards for hypothetical actions in order to select the best
evaluated.

2.2 A computational model of decision making
2.2.1 Model description
As was outlined in the previous sections, several key mental processes are involved when
making a decision. The proposed model is intended to represent an adaptive DM under varying
internal and external contexts. Experimental results indicate the involvement of different neural
structures in the DM process, but to simplify the model, we focus our attention on three of the
most crucial neural structures discussed above (amygdala, OFC and LPFC). The model takes
into account the perception-action cyclic process, which involves both emotional and cognitive
aspects, and is modeled as an interaction between System 1 (amygdala and OFC) and System 2
(LPFC), as discussed in Section 1.
The structures and dynamics of the three brain areas are modeled with attractor neural networks
and mesoscopic neurodynamics (see below). Oscillatory rhythms encode information related to
perception, cognition and emotional associations in our model. The oscillatory network
behavior is a result of the interaction between excitatory and inhibitory neural populations
(network nodes), as described below, and in more detail in Liljenström (1991, 2010). The
network activity can be envisioned as local field potentials (LFP) or electroencephalogram
(EEG) readouts (Liljenström, 2010, 2012).
The model used is based on a previously developed cortical neural network model (Liljenström,
1991), which here has been extended and modified to mimic the structures of amygdala, OFC
and LPFC, respectively. The general structure of these three systems and their interconnections
are shown in Figs. 1, whereas the more detailed network structure of each one of these systems
is given in Fig. 2. Model parameter values are listed in Table 1.
7
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the network structure used to model LPFC and OFC, as
well as amygdala (where the simplification is motivated in the text). The upper
and lower layers each consists of 25 inhibitory nodes and the middle layer of
100 excitatory nodes. The external inputs stimulate (a subset of) the excitatory
nodes. The stimulation of excitatory nodes initiates the activity of the system,
and in turn excites inhibitory nodes, resulting in an oscillatory excitationinhibition balance.
The time evolution for a network of N nodes (neural populations) is given by a set of coupled
nonlinear first order differential delay equations for all the N internal states, ui. With external
input, I(t), characteristic time constant, τi, and connection weight wij between nodes i and j,
separated with a distance dependent time delay δij, we have for each node activity, ui,
𝑑𝑢𝑖
𝑑𝑡

𝑢

= − 𝜏 𝑖 + ∑𝑁
𝑗≠𝑖 𝑤𝑖𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑢𝑗 (𝑡 − 𝛿𝑖𝑗 )) + 𝐼𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝜉 (𝑡)
𝑖

(5)

The input-output function, gi(ui), is a continuous sigmoid function, experimentally determined
by Freeman (1979):
𝑔𝑖 (𝑢𝑖 ) = 𝐶𝑄𝑖 (1 − exp [−

exp(𝑢𝑖 )
])
𝑄𝑖
(6)

The gain parameter, Qi determines the slope, threshold and amplitude of the input-output curve
for node i. This gain parameter is associated with the level of arousal, or motivation (which in
turn may be linked to the level of a neuromodulator, such as acetylcholine). C is a
normalization constant (Liljenström & Hasselmo, 1995).
The connection weights wij are initially set and constrained by the general connectivity
principles for the cortical structures, but to allow for learning, the weights can be incrementally
changed according to a learning rule of Hebbian type. Noise, or spontaneous neural activity, is
added in the last term of Eqn. (5), by a Gaussian noise function, ξ(t), such that <ξ(t)> = 0 and
<ξ(t)ξ(s)> = 2Aδ(t–s), where A is a constant that determines the neuronal noise level
(Liljenström & Wu, 1995; Basu & Liljenström, 2001).

8
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2.2.2 Characteristics of the three networks
We use the basic three-layered structure described above as an approximation for the three
neural structures we want to model here, and the motivation for this is described below for each
of the structures.
Amygdala, as one of the neural structures of the limbic system, is known to consist of a
collection of nuclei, whereas OFC and LPFC follow the typical laminar cortical organization.
Among the different nuclei in amygdala, we model the functionality of the three most
prominent nuclei: basolateral (excitatory) amygdala, intercalated cells and the central nucleus
(both inhibitory). The functionality and interactions of these parts are modeled with the threelayered network described above (although the anatomical structure of amygdala is more
complex). In contrast to LPFC, which has a homogenous six-layered structure, OFC has a
heterogeneous structure, differentiated in its different areas (Barbas & Zikopoulos, 2006):
agranular areas with three layers, dysgranular areas with four layers, and granular areas with
six layers. To simplify the modeling, OFC is considered as a six-layered structure, similar to
LPFC. When modeling the structure of these two cortical areas, some layers are lumped
together, so they can both be modeled as three-layered structures, with one excitatory and two
inhibitory layers (see rationale in Gu & Liljenström, 2007).
The excitatory sub-layer of each model structure consists of a network of 100 nodes (neural
populations), while each of the two inhibitory networks is composed of 25 inhibitory nodes.
The excitatory network nodes are connected recurrently, while there is no internal connection
between inhibitory nodes. An excitatory-inhibitory balance results from the bidirectional
connectivity of excitatory nodes with the two inhibitory networks on either side.
The three-layered structure (approximating the condensed six-layered structures of OFC and
LPFC), allows for a complex neurodynamics, in particular oscillations with varying amplitudes
and frequencies. These oscillatory properties are characteristic for each structure, where the
output of each node (neural population) can be regarded as the mean membrane potential,
resulting in a graded, rather than a spiking neural output.
By structuring the three neural parts, amygdala, OFC and LPFC, with similar simplified
network architecture, we want to capture the functionality and dynamics of these structures. The
excitatory layer in all the three neural parts is innervated by external stimuli, and the inhibitory
effects of GABAergic neurons modulate the activities of the excitatory neurons. This suggests a
lumping of the upper layers (I,II & III) as a feedforward inhibitory layer, and the two lower
layers (V &VI) as a feedback inhibitory layer, on either side of the excitatory middle layer.
External stimuli are driven by afferent fibers (not explicitly modeled) to a subset of the cells in
the excitatory layer. The difference between the inputs to the emotional and cognitive systems
is given by different magnitudes. Excited cells transmit signals to their excitatory neighbors, as
well as to neighboring inhibitory cells. The activity of inhibitory neural populations provides
inhibition in each system, controlling the excitatory neural output.
As was discussed in Section 2, the interaction between OFC and amygdala has a pivotal role in
the affective system, where amygdala signals an emotional experience of an option to the OFC.
The oscillatory properties of the signals provided by OFC delineate the expectancy values of
the options. Integration of the information in OFC and amygdala leads to an emotional
response, which in the model is released directly from amygdala (for the sake of simplicity).
OFC controls the emotional responses by finding similarities between the activities of the
transmitted signals from amygdala to OFC, and the stimulated neural populations in OFC. The
9
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similarity between the amplitude vectors of the neural activities of amygdala and OFC
determines the subsequent emotional response. In the model, a similarity measure is given by
Eqn. 11.
Given the compatibility with LPFC, we have adopted the ACT-R theory (Anderson & Matessa,
1997) for our modeling of LPFC in this work. Based on this theory, two types of memories,
declarative and procedural, are the main building blocks of the cognitive analysis in WM.
(Declarative memory is modeled just based on the semantic memory while disregarding the
episodic memory). Since ACT-R and the expectancy signal in OFC is intended to model the
adaptive DM process, the feedback and updating of the stored cell assemblies in OFC and
LPFC play an important role. Depending on the sign of the feedback, OFC and LPFC might be
affected positively or negatively.

2.2.3 Formation of cell assemblies and their competition
The function of the three neural structures requires the formation and updating of cell
assemblies. In our model, some specific parameters are particularly important for the oscillatory
activities of the cell assemblies. A “cell assembly” consists of a sub-set, s, of the network nodes
in primarily the excitatory layers, but indirectly also including the neighboring inhibitory nodes.
It is formed through a learning process, where the connections between active nodes have been
strengthened. In our model, a connection weight, 𝑤𝑖𝑗 , between nodes i and j is changed based
on a learning rule of Hebbian type:
∆𝑤𝑖𝑗 = ƞ𝑔𝑖 [𝑢𝑖 (𝑡)]𝑔𝑗 [𝑢𝑗 (𝑡 − 𝛿𝑖𝑗 )](𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑤𝑖𝑗 ),

(7)

where ƞ is the learning rate. Oscillatory frequencies of the presynaptic and postsynaptic nodes,
as well as the conduction delay, 𝛿𝛿𝛿 , between these two nodes are affective parameters in
determining the weight changes. In the current model, the excitatory-excitatory and excitatoryinhibitory connection weights are subject to change, but inhibitory-excitatory connections are
considered fixed. The external/internal stimuli may cause the network nodes (neural
populations) to oscillate and intrinsically elevate their excitatory neighbors’ graded potential.
The activity of a cell assembly appears as (phase) synchronized network oscillations, and it
serves as a representation of stored experiences, attitudes and associated emotions towards (the
consequence of) choosing any of the present options. Any decision taken can be followed by
different fallouts. The size of a cell assembly with s excitatory nodes constitutes one of the
parameters that represent the significance of a given option. A larger assembly represents a
more preferred option.
𝑁𝑒𝑥 = { 𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , … , 𝑛100 },

𝑆 = {𝑠|𝑠 𝑁𝑒𝑥 }

(8)

Cell assemblies in each of the three structures represent different associations, where the
emotional association with the options is represented by the cell assemblies in amygdala.
Therefore, the number of cell assemblies corresponds to the number of options. The expected
outcomes of options and their influence in different areas are signaled by OFC. In LPFC, the
executive representative of rational/cognitive DM, cell assemblies are formed based on if—then
rules (procedural memory), as well as goals and facts (declarative memory).
The properties of the internal/external stimuli playing a role in the formation and update of the
cell assemblies are influential parameters when prioritizing the options. Magnitude and
frequency of the oscillatory input are also significant properties and they are functions of
external influence from the environment, and denoted by M and F, respectively. Objects, events
10
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and processes in space and time, as well as other individuals and their actions, are part of the
environment affecting the external flow of information to an individual. The input stimulus is
calculated from the (constant) values of F and M as:
2𝜋𝐹𝑡

𝑆𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠 = 𝑀 × sin (1000)

(9)

This stimulus signal provides the “context” for amygdala, OFC and LPFC, entering the
networks as the external input, I(t) in Eqn. (5).
The intrinsic motivation, Q, which can originate from either emotion or cognition (possibly
originating from the ventral tegmental area, VTA, which is not modeled here), is considered as
another effectual variable. A larger value of Q indicates a higher motivation for choosing a
particular option. Motivation is a function of an individual’s experiences and environmental
factors, but for the sake of simplicity, stimuli properties (M, F) and Q are here determined with
constant values.
The importance, or value of an option to be decided upon is given by the intensity of the
activity of the corresponding cell assembly, and this intensity can be measured as a product of
the size of the cell assembly (number of cells/nodes), and the mean frequency and amplitude of
the network oscillations. The oscillation frequency f and amplitude A are given as matrices,
where the rows of these matrices represent the nodes of the cell assembly, and the columns
represent the time step of the oscillatory activity. The averaged values, 𝑓 and 𝐴, of the neural
activity is calculated for all nodes over a time interval 𝛥T (the whole simulated period). The dot
product of the two resulting vectors times the number of network nodes active in the cell
assembly, |s|, results in the value V(opt) for each option (c.f. Eqn. (1)):
𝑉(𝑜𝑝𝑡) = |𝑠𝑜𝑝𝑡 | · 〈𝑓𝑜𝑝𝑡 , 𝐴𝑜𝑝𝑡 〉 = |𝑠𝑜𝑝𝑡 | · 〈⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑓𝑜𝑝𝑡 , ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐴𝑜𝑝𝑡 〉, ∀ 𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 1, … , 𝑛 (10)
The value of an option is computed in all of the three neural structures, VOFC, VAmy and VLPFC,
which form the basis of the emotional and cognitive values. Hence, 𝑉1 and 𝑉2 are vectors of the
values for each option in System 1 and 2, where OFC and amygdala are structures involved in
the emotional valuation (System 1) and LPFC is involved in the cognitive valuation (System 2).
The emotional value is the result of a regulation by OFC of amygdala activity. As mentioned
before, in the case of similarity between the output from OFC and amygdala, OFC may either
excite amygdala to release an emotional response, or otherwise inhibit it. The similarity
between the values of amygdala and OFC is a measure using cosine similarity in our model.
We let similarities greater than a threshold value 𝜃 result in an excitation, and if less than 𝜃, it
will result in inhibition. For example, if we let 𝜃 = 0.9, the values, V1 and V2 of Systems 1 and
2, respectively, can be expressed as:
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

〈⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑉𝑂𝐹𝐶 , ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑉𝐴𝑚𝑦 〉
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
‖𝑉
𝑂𝐹𝐶 ‖ · ‖𝑉𝐴𝑚𝑦 ‖
〈⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑉𝑂𝐹𝐶 , ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑉𝐴𝑚𝑦 〉
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
‖𝑉
𝑂𝐹𝐶 ‖·‖𝑉
𝐴𝑚𝑦 ‖

⃗2 = 𝑉
⃗ 𝐿𝑃𝐹𝐶
𝑉
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> 𝜃 → 𝑉1 = 𝑉𝐴𝑚𝑦

< 𝜃 → 𝑉1 = 𝑉𝑂𝐹𝐶

(11)
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This means that V1 is the value given by amygdala, if the similarity between OFC and
amygdala activities is greater than 𝜃= 0.9, and V1 is the value given by OFC, if the similarity
between OFC and amygdala activities is less than 𝜃 = 0.9. V2 is always given by LPFC.
The emotional and cognitive decisions are based on the “winning” response activity. The
competition between the stored patterns towards the cue can be determined with the help of
cosine similarity of the frequency vectors 𝑓 . The similarity greater than 𝜃 = 0.9 between the
frequency of the context and any of the stored cell assemblies results in retrieval of the stored
pattern.
The final values, Vfin , is the result of a combination of the “decisions” made by System 1 and 2,
respectively. The integration of emotion and cognition can be computed by adding the
emotional and cognitive values algebraically. The strength of cognition and emotion could be
expressed as a weight, 0 < , which depends on an individual’s experiences when deciding
emotionally and cognitively regarding the actual (experienced) values.
⃗ 𝑓𝑖𝑛 = 𝛽𝑉
⃗ 1 + (1 − 𝛽)𝑉
⃗2
𝑉

(13)

The probability of choosing an optional action a, is then proportional to this value, as given by
Eqn. (3). Therefore, the largest value in Vfin has the highest probability to be selected as the
final decision.

2.2.4 Environmental feedback and updating of cell assemblies
The computed values in the previous section are the predicted values of the present options.
The largest value determines the winning option and the action which should be taken. With
regard to the emotional and cognitive aspects of the DM process, the actual (experienced) value
of the output can be present in both. Emotionally, the level of satisfaction of the actual value
can be considered based on e.g. social approval. The cognitive value of the output can be
measured based on attitudes. Therefore, the difference between the actual value and the
expected value would be signaled to OFC and LPFC as a prediction error. The entire DM
process is sketched in Fig. 3.
In this paper, the properties of a cell assembly determine the significance of the options. So, as
to update the stored emotional and cognitive attitude, these properties should be modified
regarding the sign of the prediction error. A positive prediction error inclines the emotional and
cognitive systems to a higher motivation for the selected option. Hence, the properties of a cell
assembly associated with the selected option would be revised. The synaptic weights between
the nodes in the cell assembly, and in particular between closest neighbors, increase slightly,
according to the learning rule (Eqn. (7)). The mean synaptic weight for a cell assembly is
considered as a threshold to expand the number of “cells” (nodes) in the assembly. If the
synaptic weight between a node and its nearest neighbors pass this threshold, those neighbors
can become part of the cell assembly. A negative prediction error decreases the emotional and
cognitive motivation in selecting the option considered. The synaptic weights among the nodes
decrease slightly. When a synaptic weight for any node has been reduced beyond some
minimum synaptic weight, that node will be excluded from the cell assembly, and hence the
size of the cell assembly will decrease.
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Fig. 3. Schematic flow chart of the subsystems and information flow in the modeled
decision making process.

3. Simulation Example and Results
3.1 Simulation Example: Choice of Transport
Transport is one of the largest contributors to CO2 emissions and climate change. In order to
reach a low carbon society by 2050, as has been decided for the EU countries, it is important to
change our life styles and habits, including how we travel to work and for leisure (Liljenström
et al., 2014). This is the motivation for the current example, where the decision making
concerns the choice of transport for an individual who is traveling from home to work at a
regular basis. (Our approach is at a later stage intended to be embedded in a social context,
where a distribution of individual choices will influence each other and the
society/environment).
Considering this example, we have simplified the impact of individual's attitudes, both
cognitively and emotionally, to fit with the three pillars of sustainable development (SD):
Ecological (eco), social (soc), and economic/monetary (mon). The various options are also
associated with these three categories of attitudes and values.
The choice of action, i.e. which optional means of transport we will take, depends on various
external (distance, traffic situations, cost etc) and internal (motivation, attitude, mood etc)
13
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factors. Here, we suggest the different options are to take either bike, car, or public, (where the
public transportation could be e.g. bus, train, or metro), which all are considered to be
available, albeit with different levels of convenience. We also assume that individuals have
different preferences, depending on their living conditions and general attitudes with regard to
environmental, social, and economic concerns.
Accordingly, each option has an
ecological/climate value, a social/temporal value, as well as an economic/monetary value, but
these are considered to be different for different individuals.
In our model, an individual’s preferences/priorities are determined by the neural activity of cell
assemblies in the three brain structures considered, amygdala, OFC and LPFC, which represent
the attitude, expectancy value, and rules towards the outcome of a decision. Amygdala is
considered to form emotional memories, and give an emotional response, depending on varying
external and internal stimuli/contexts. The number of cell assemblies associating the different
responses to external stimuli is consistent with the number of options. Positive and negative
emotion is modeled by a level of “satisfaction”. Five degrees of satisfaction is used here, -2, -1,
0, +1, and +2 (which can be thought of as corresponding to very negative, negative, neutral,
positive, and very positive emotions). The emotion towards different options depends on
external and internal contexts. Given the number of options, various contexts can be defined.
As was outlined above, OFC associates the different options to the probable outcome. The total
number of cell assemblies is computed as the product of the number of options and their
associated outcomes. The oscillatory activities of these cell assemblies represent the expectancy
signals. Based on the type of transportation, there are different attitudes and rules governing
cognition, and the cognitive analysis is a result of a combination of declarative and procedural
memories.

3.2 Calculation of Values
As an example, we assume an individual has a preference for environmental values with regard
to transportation. Emotionally, (s)he (hypothetically) prioritizes the means of transportation as
car > bike > public, and cognitively/rationally her priorities are bike > public > car.
Considering both the emotional and cognitive aspects of her attitudes, associated cell
assemblies are formed with specific size, frequency and amplitude, as described above.
The ultimate decision might be affected by the contingency of having the predicted outcome
and the intensity of different internal and external contexts. The external context is provided as
an
alternating stimulation for 200 ms, at frequencies ranging from 200 to 800 Hz. In the absence of
external/internal context, the priority based on attitude should be followed, and the option with
the highest priority would be chosen in each System 1 and 2. In this particular case, car is
emotionally the best choice, while bike is cognitively/rationally the most preferred option.
Unique cell assemblies are formed for each option in each of the three structures, depending on
internal and external contexts. A cell assembly in amygdala might thus represent the emotional
perception/memory associated with any of the (transport) options. Similarly, a cell assembly in
LPFC may represent the cognitive/rational memory associating decision rules and outcomes.
As is illustrated below, neural frequencies of emotional memory in System 1 (amygdala and
OFC) and cognitive memory in System 2 (LPFC) are demonstrated by different values in the
gamma range. The difference between these frequencies is due to different inputs stimulating
these two systems. LPFC is subject to more accurate input information, which is illustrated here
by higher frequencies. The external inputs to both amygdala and OFC are distorted patterns
14
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corresponding to emotional associations with each transport option, but the internal context to
amygdala retrieves the stored association with the outcome. The emotional value of each of the
options (bike, car, public) represented by cell assemblies in amygdala and OFC is calculated as
below. The values VAmy(car/public/bike) are given as the normalized magnitude of the product
of the size, the (mean) amplitude and (dominant) frequency of each cell assembly, based on
Eqn. (10), and exemplified below:
⃗ 𝐴𝑚𝑦 = [ 𝑉
⃗ 𝐴𝑚𝑦 (𝑐𝑎𝑟), 𝑉
⃗ 𝐴𝑚𝑦 (𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐), 𝑉
⃗ 𝐴𝑚𝑦 (𝑏𝑖𝑘𝑒)]
𝑉
= [ |𝑠𝑐 |. 〈⃗⃗⃗𝑓𝑐 , ⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐴𝑐 〉, |𝑠𝑝 |. 〈⃗⃗⃗
𝑓𝑝 , ⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐴𝑝 〉, |𝑠𝑏 |. 〈⃗⃗⃗
𝑓𝑏 , ⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝐴𝑏 〉 ] = [ 0.6357, 0.7199, 0.2785]
(14)
It should be noted that since the amplitudes and frequencies are given by the mean neural
activity during the simulated period, they are in reality represented as matrices, whereas here
just the computed values are illustrated.
The output of amygdala is a result of both external and internal stimuli/contexts. A high
intensity of the internal stimulus results in the retrieval of the stored pattern associated with
emotional memories. An external context activates OFC and results in the generation of a
“prediction signal” based on the reward contingency in the three areas: Eco, Mon and Soc. The
value for each option in the other brain structures, OFC and LPFC, are computed in a similar
way, which for our example yields for the OFC:
⃗ 𝑂𝐹𝐶 = [ 𝑉
⃗ 𝑂𝐹𝐶 (𝑐𝑎𝑟), 𝑉
⃗ 𝑂𝐹𝐶 (𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐), 𝑉
⃗ 𝑂𝐹𝐶 (𝑏𝑖𝑘𝑒)] = [0.3472, 0.5889, 0.7299]
𝑉

(15)

Following Eqn (10), the degree of similarity between the value of OFC and amygdala
determines the final emotional value.
〈 [ 0.6357, 0.7199, 0.2785] , [0.3472, 0.5889, 0.7299]〉

Similarity = || [ 0.6357,

0.7199, 0.2785] || × || [0.3472, 0.5889, 0.7299]||

= 0.8479

(16)

Since the similarity is smaller than the threshold value, 𝜃 = 0.9, the value of System 1 is given
by the value calculated from the activity in OFC, VOFC :
⃗1 = 𝑉
⃗ 𝑂𝐹𝐶 = [0.3472, 0.5889, 0.7299]
𝑉

(17)

The neural activity of the procedural and declarative memory in LPFC provides the basis of the
cognitive analysis. A set of if—then rules associates contexts with actions, where the relevant
rule(s) in procedural memory are retrieved through the oscillatory network activity. The
interaction between the procedural and declarative memories eventually results in the selection
of an appropriate action. Hence, the number of rules will be at least as large as the number of
options.
In the case of choosing a means of transport, the facts and rules associated with each of the
options will lead to a final decision of taking bike, car or public transport. In the following,
some example of if—then rules when choosing among different means of transport is
illustrated. The contexts 1, 2 and 3, refer to external contexts, such as weather, traffic, costs etc.
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P1 If the goal is to go to work
Then check the traffic situation (context)
P2 If the goal is to check the traffic situation (context)
And It is context 1
Then take your own car
P3 If the goal is to check the traffic situation (context)
And It is context 2
Then take the public transport
P4 If the goal is to check the traffic situation (context)
And It is context 3
Then go by bike
The computed values regarding the cognition of the considered type of personality is as below:
⃗ 𝐿𝑃𝐹𝐶 = [ 𝑉
⃗ 𝐿𝑃𝐹𝐶 (𝑐𝑎𝑟), 𝑉
⃗ 𝐿𝑃𝐹𝐶 (𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐), 𝑉
⃗ 𝐿𝑃𝐹𝐶 (𝑏𝑖𝑘𝑒)] = [ 0.2613, 0.5670, 0.7812]
𝑉
(18)
⃗2 = 𝑉
⃗ 𝐿𝑃𝐹𝐶
𝑉
(19)
In the last stage of the DM process, the decision is made based on the competition between the
emotional and cognitive values, given by Systems 1 and 2, respectively. If we, for simplicity,
let emotional and cognitive values be weighted equally, with  = 0.5 Eqn. (13), we get for the
final value:
⃗ 𝑓𝑖𝑛 = 0.5 𝑉
⃗ 1 + 0.5 𝑉
⃗2
𝑉

(20)

⃗ 𝑓𝑖𝑛 = 0.5 [0.3472, 0.5889, 0.7299] + 0.5[ 0.2613, 0.5670, 0.7812] =
𝑉
[0.3042, 0.5780, 0.7556]

(21)

The third element in Vfin has the highest value. Hence, bike is chosen as the most preferred
option in this case.

3.3 Simulation Results
In the following, we illustrate the DM process described above with simulation results
displayed in Figs. 4-6. The neural activity of cell assemblies in Systems 1 and 2 is shown in
Figs. 4-5, where the top left frames show the activity of stimulated (red traces) and nonstimulated (blue traces) network nodes. These ten network nodes are chosen randomly. The
bottom left frames show the summed network activity, given by the excitation-inhibition
interaction between the inhibitory (feedforward and feedback) and the excitatory nodes. Uex, Uff
and Ufb denote the mean neural activity of excitatory, feedforward inhibitory and feedback
inhibitory nodes, respectively. (We apply Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for the frequency
analysis of the network oscillations and show the results along with the relevant figures). Fig. 6
illustrates the whole DM process, with the initial System 1 activity (emotional, fast) followed
by the activity in System 2 (cognitive, slow). Although both emotional and cognitive systems
process the potential decision in parallel, the onset of activity in LPFC is later than in amygdala
16
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and OFC. The temporal difference between the stimulation of these two systems is rooted in the
perception of stimuli from different stages of the sensory processing systems. The sequential
illustration of emotional and rational system in Fig. 6is for illustration only, and the simulated
time periods are severely condensed in comparison to a realistic situation. Every time an
individual makes a decision, OFC and LPFC are updated and relearned, corresponding to the
magnitude of the prediction error. In our simulations of the DM, we refer to any occasion when
a relevant decision is taken, as a trial.
3.3.1 System 1 activity
In this part, Fig. 4 shows the activity of cell assemblies associated with emotional memories in
System 1. The activity of two different cell assemblies corresponding to two different options is
given in terms of varying frequency, amplitude and size (number of active nodes). Here, we
have chosen the same size for all cell assemblies, 30 network units, in order to facilitate
comparison.

Fig. 4. Cell assembly activity of network nodes in System 1 (emotion), associated with
“car”. Network oscillations have a mean frequency of 67 Hz, which makes “car” the highest
priority. In the upper left frame, the activity traces of ten random network nodes are
depicted. The red traces represent the mean membrane potential, Uex, of the stimulated
excitatory nodes and the blue ones are non-stimulated excitatory nodes. The “mean
membrane potential” of the feedforward and feedback inhibitory nodes, Uff and Ufb, are
illustrated in the lower frame by green and red traces, respectively. The right frame shows
the FFT frequency distribution of the network activity, with highest peak around 67 Hz.
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3.3.2. System 2 activity
The following figure, Fig. 5, show the stimulation of cell assemblies in System 2. Again, we
show two different cell assemblies representing two different options. As mentioned earlier, the
cell assemblies represent the goal based rules considering the possible options. (Here too, we
have chosen the same size for all cell assemblies, 30 network nodes, in order to facilitate
comparison). The cognitive preferences are distinguished by different frequencies.

Fig. 5. Cell assembly activity in System 2, representing the rule based goal in procedural
memory. The activity in this structure relates a rule to the various options, depending on
oscillation frequency. Here, “car” has the lowest value, and thus is prioritized as last choice by
System 2. In the upper left frame, the activity of ten randomly chosen network nodes is shown.
The color coding is the same as in Fig. 4. The right frame shows the FFT frequency distribution
of the network activity, with highest peak around 57 Hz.

3.3.3 Combined System 1&2 DM process
Fig. 6 shows the whole DM process, including the emotional and rational/cognitive processes.
As mentioned above, both these two systems are simultaneously active, but we present them
below as subsequent processes, to demonstrate more clearly the difference between the time
required to process the options in System 1 (“fast”) and System 2 (“slow”). The different period
lengths of the activities in System 1 and 2 illustrate in relative terms the fast and slow
processing of emotional and rational systems, respectively (though the time scale in reality
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would be different). The oscillation frequencies of the both systems differ from each other,
depending on the values given to an option in each system. The first 3000 ms illustrates the
oscillatory activity of the cell assembly in System 1, and the following period, 3000-10000 ms,
displays the activity of System 2. Different frequencies correspond to different preferences
given to any of the options. Regarding the figure, any decision taken during the first 3000 ms is
only based on emotion, while a decision taken during the second stage, 3000-10000 ms, is the
result of an integration of emotion and cognition.

Fig. 6. Cell assembly activity in both Systems 1 and 2, representing the entire process of
choosing between the available options, (car, public, bike). From top to bottom, the cell
assembly activities, illustrated in green, red and blue, represent the predicted emotional/cognitive
values of taking bike, public transport and car respectively. The first 3000 ms show the
emotional oscillatory activities and the last 7000 ms show the cognitive analysis of the options. If
a decision has to be made during the first three seconds, it is based on emotion alone, if the
decision can be taken at a later stage, it can be based on an integration of emotion and cognition.
In this case, bike has the highest value and will thus be our chosen option, followed by public
transport.

Fig. 6 shows the process of emotional-rational decision making, for one trial. In a following
step, we studied the decision making process, while the system interacts with the environment
and is fed with the feedback representing the actual value of the option chosen. The “actual
values” that are introduced to the system are generated randomly, to illustrate the behavior of
the system. A value larger than the expected value results in increasing the motivation for
taking that option, and perhaps enlarging the cell assembly size. Similarly, a value smaller than
the expected value results in decreasing the motivation and weakening the connection strengths
in the associated cell assembly. Successive negative feedback from the environment might lead
to the exclusion of that option from all possible ones.
As mentioned above, the value of each option depends on some internal (personality, mood,
experience) and external (environmental conditions, accessibility to different options)
parameters. In any trial, the decision maker valuates the options considering all those
parameters. Afterwards, the expected values are compared with the rational/emotional actual
values. Regarding the sign of the prediction error, the structures and dynamics of OFC and
LPFC are updated and the predicted values are computed anew..
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3.4. Sensitivity analysis
The parameters in our system have been chosen based on what is known from the literature.
Within reasonable ranges, they have been tuned to give plausible results. As with any biological
system, the functioning depends on variables and parameters that have been tuned by evolution,
perhaps to result in some kind of optimal solutions. Regardless, we have explored the
sensitivity of our model system by changing the parameter values chosen, and tested the effect
on system behavior. Typically, we changed the parameters by 10%, but in some cases even
more, trying to push the system out of stability. The system is shown to be quite stable to
variations in these (“natural”) ranges.

4. A Spatio-Temporal Application
4.1. General framework and concepts
In order to apply our neuro-cognitive model of decision making to a situation where different
option choices have different societal and environmental consequences, we model a case with
transport along different paths and with different means. We use our neuro-cognitive model as a
basis for our smart agents to explore pathways between two points in a grid. Accessibility to the
means of transportation, the map of pathways and personality are influential parameters in
selecting among transportation options.
The decision making process (DM) could be divided into two steps, which can be followed
either simultaneously or sequentially by a principal agent (PA), who is considered to be the
decision maker under study. The first step is to estimate the outcomes of different options. In
our case example, time, cost and CO2 emission, are considered as outputs of the options.
Considering the “personality” of the PA, the order of emotional and rational priorities is defined
based on their salience, i.e. which one of the three sustainability categories which is prioritized.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the “pro-social” personality and the importance
of time, the “pro-economy” and cost, and the “pro-environment” and level of CO2 emission.
Figure 7 represents the relation between the personality, attitude and option.
Decision making can be considered a stochastic process. Estimating the output of the options
considering the priority order and computing the probability of success in meeting the outputs
would be the first steps in DM. The probability estimation is based on the previous
success/failure of the options in satisfying the priorities of the agent with the help of Bayesian
analysis.
Two concepts of individual and social DM are developed regarding the involvement of
individual and society in DM. Making decisions based on individual experiences, attitudes and
moods alone, regardless of the effects of society is here defined as an individual process. We
define social decision making as involving social considerations and interactions.
The PA is part of a society which would affect its decision. Environmental impact on individual
decisions is an inseparable part of the DM. The probability of being influenced by the advice of
other agents is associated with some parameters: the social capital/distance (trust) between the
PA and the other agents, the personality similarities between the PA and the others, and finally
the history of agents in providing useful advice. The probability of following an agents’ advice
is computed based on Bayes theory.
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 Pro-social
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Figure 7. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the personalities/attitudes and options. Although
each personality could consider all the probable outputs of any decision, the one with the highest priority
can be regarded as primary, shown with solid arrows, and the less probable connections are shown with
dashed arrows.

Combining the first and second steps results in estimating the expected emotional and rational
values of all options. The option with the maximum expected value would constitute the inputs
(stimuli) to the neural networks of the neuro-cognitive model. Regarding the external/internal
contexts and emotional/rational attitudes, the values of all options could be computed from the
neural activity, and a decision could be taken based on these values.
As mentioned above, the whole system is subject to environmental contexts (e.g. car/bus
accidents, delays, weather conditions… etc) that might affect the measure of the actual value
and the prediction error (ep). Regarding the sign and magnitude of ep the expected values and
history of taken options and of interacting agents are updated, forming the basis for change of
priority order.
With regard to the described steps in the process, some influential parameters on attitude
change include: the outcomes of different potential decisions, social advice, social attachments,
distribution of society in terms of attitudes, environmental contexts, the level of selfconfidence, role of emotion and cognition in decision making. The outcome of an option is
resulting from the natural external context and from policies applied in the society. For
example, the cost and required time for traveling are affected by traffic situation, toll fees,
accessibility to public transport, weather conditions, etc. The level of CO2 emission is
influenced by the accessibility of convenient public transport, the age of cars, the use of modern
technology, etc. Policy makers should also be concerned about the trust between citizens and
authorities, including governments.
Trust between the agents in our model is conditional. Conditional trust, and the level of trust
between agents is based on the expected reward or value, which is estimated with respect to the
benefits of cooperation, the risk of defection, past experience, and the value of past decisions.
Unconditional trust between agents, on the other hand, depends on the characteristics of the
agents and their relations, and is not (so much) affected by previous performance. All the above
mentioned parameters are represented in our model with different values. By tuning these
values, the influence of different parameters on attitude/behavior change can be analyzed.
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4.1.1. The example of transport options
Three means of transport, car, bike and public transport, are considered as available options.
Different grids of pathways in terms of density are designed for the three modes of
transportation, as illustrated in Figure 8. The path intensity of a) bike, b) car and c) public
transport, are suggested to decrease from high to low level, respectively. Different colors in the
grids determine the shortest pathways in terms of time, cost, distance and CO2 emission. Some
environmental states, traffic jam, infrastructure situations, etc. provide conditions that
traversing the shortest distance does not necessarily take the shortest time, has lowest cost, or
lowest CO2 emission. As a result of the randomly generated values of time, cost, distance, and
CO2 emission, it might happen that the shortest pathways overlap.

a

b

c
Figure 8. Roadmaps for the three modes of transport; a) bike, b) car, and c) public transport. Four colored lines
illustrate the different shortest pathways in terms of distance (red), time (blue), price (green) and CO2 emission
(black). Occasionally, as in roadmap (c), the lines determining the shortest distance and lowest amount of CO2
emission happen to overlap.
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The categorization of agents into three types, pro-environment, pro-economy and pro-social, is
based on the three pillars of sustainable development, where we study the DM at an individual,
as well as a societal level, taking the example of transport. As mentioned above, society
consists of a group of agents with different personalities, attitudes, preferences, and social
distances. Evaluation of the various options, regarding the individual preferences and social
influence, is the first step in the DM, followed by action selection. The next two steps involve
modifying the expected values of the options, with regard to the actual value of the taken
option. First, the desirability of the selected action (error prediction) should be measured, and
then the stored information about the values and attitudes should be updated (learning) to
improve the quality of future decisions. Maximizing the net reward that the agent receives to
traverse a pathway between two points in the grid is the goal of the PA).
We consider the emotional and rational priority as based on the PA’s personality. The
behavior/decision is based on the personal attitude, but can be modified depending on
environmental conditions, internal state, and social influence (e.g. advice). The value of each
option is computed based on objective and subjective considerations. Decision can be taken at
the social/individual rationality and social/individual emotion.
4.1.2. Objective and subjective probability
We here briefly consider the concepts of objectivity and subjectivity in probability theory. The
probability that an event will occur based an analysis in which each measure is based on a
recorded observation, rather than a subjective estimate. Objective probabilities are a more
accurate way to determine probabilities than observations based on subjective measures, such
as personal estimates. The objective probability can be simply computed, based on the
definition:
𝑃(𝐴) =

𝑛(𝐴)
𝑛

, which in words reads as
𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑓𝑢𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐴

Probability of an event A = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠
On the other hand, the subjective probability can be computed with the Conditional Bayesian
Theorem. According to this theorem, the probability that A as a proposition is true depends on
the occurrence of proposition B, which is denoted by 𝑃(𝐴|𝐵). Therefore, B is considered as a
prior knowledge which is subjective.
𝑃(𝐴|𝐵) =

𝑃(𝐵 |𝐴)𝑃(𝐴)
𝑃(𝐵)

In this paper, the objective probability is based on the success of different means of transport in
satisfying the needs of the PA. This probability is not affected by the type of personality of the
PA, while instead the environmental conditions (traffic jam, climate change, etc.) are the main
determinants. In contrast, subjective probability implies a priori knowledge, P(B), which is
regarded as the probability of satisfying the attitude of the PA, regardless of the means of
achieving the goal.
4.1.3. Individual decisions
Emotion and cognition constitute the major basis of DM (see e.g. Kahneman, 2011), and thus
individual decisions could be analyzed considering emotional as well as cognitive/rational
aspects. The individual rational decision is based on the outcomes of the options, and on the
history of success/failure in DM. Considering our case of transport, the options have three
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different outcomes, in terms of time, cost and the amount of CO2 emission. Regardless of an
agent’s personality, the first step is to compute the outcomes of different options. Hence, the
time, cost and the level of CO2 emission of any means of transport would be estimated.
The individual agent’s emotion in therms of the level of satisfaction towards the actual value of
a selected option could be estimated, , and recorded as the history of the agent’s feelings
towards the options. Bayesian probability theory estimates the contingencies of the selection of
all options, regarding the levels of satisfaction based on previous decisions taken.
4.1.4. Social decisions
The role of emotion and cognition is undeniable also in a social decision making process. The
decision of a decision maker is normally under the influence of the society. Hence, measuring
the impact of society on an individual’s decisions is an inseparable part of DM. The probability
of being influenced by the advice of other individuals (agents) is associated with the similarity
of personality between the PA and other agents, with social distance (trust), and with the history
of other agents in providing useful advice. Bayes’ theorem can be used to calculate such a
probability. Social rational decision is based on the advice given by other agents, and on the
history of success in taking their advice, i.e. on the trust of the advisors. Personal satisfaction
from the received advice, according to the actual value of the decision taken, guides the agent
through its following decisions.
4.1.5. Decisions and the prediction error
A combination of individual and social considerations determines the expected emotional and
rational values of any of the options. The combined value of each option is considered as input
to the neural networks of the neuro-cognitive model. The stimulated cell assembly (see Section
2.2.3) is determined based on the maximum expected value. Regarding the external/internal
contexts and emotional/rational attitudes, the values of all options, are computed by the neural
networks, and a decision is made based on this computation.
As mentioned above, the whole system is subject to environmental contexts (e.g. car/train
accident, delays, weather… etc.) that might affect the experienced actual value and the
prediction error (ep). Depending on the sign of ep the expected values are updated that might
influence the selected shortest path.
4.1.6. Scaling issues
Our model can be analyzed temporally on two time scales. The neural activities of the
structures underlying the DM take place at a millisecond scale, while the social interaction and
attitude change can be considered at a scale of hours, months or longer. The spatial modeling of
this process can be scaled in the same matter, at a micro and macro scale, respectively. The
micro scale here corresponds to the neural networks of the brain structures involved in DM,
while transport behaviors are studied at a macroscopic scale of landscapes.

4.2. Interaction between neural and social models
In order to make a decision, the interaction between neural and social models is required. The
loop sequence diagram based on the data transfer between these two models is illustrated in
Figure 9. According to this figure, the value of each option is calculated based on the possible
outputs of the option (here; time, cost and CO2 emission) and social advice. Considering the
calculated outputs, the salience of the options is signaled by the neural structures based on the
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neural properties (frequency, amplitude and q value (motivation)). Regarding the influence of
emotion/cognition and the attitudes of the PA, one of the options is selected. Executing the
selected option results in experiencing the actual value of the option, and subsequently
signaling the prediction error (ep) in the neural structures. Regarding the sign and magnitude of
ep, the size and properties of the cell assemblies change. Hence, the attitude and personality of
the PA are subject to changes. Moreover, the properties of ep (magnitude and sign) and the
learning rate, update the social trust and the trust to transportation means. Updating the neural
and social structures prepare the decision system for the further decisions with new variables
and parameters.

Figure 9. Loop sequence diagram illustrating the interaction between the neural and social models of decision
making process.

4.3. Assumptions
Our model is based on some pre-assigned variables and parameters, considered to be semirealistic. In the current setting, we have a total of five interacting agents, where one of them
(the PA) is considered to be the decision maker under study, while the others are various agents
in society who can influence the PA with regard to the available options. The agents interacting
with the PA could be family, media, government, neighbors, with varying social distance (trust)
to the PA. Here, the trust levels of the PA to the four other agents are 95, 80, 65, 50 percent,
respectively.
In this model, the PA is supposed to be pro-social, and her decisions are based on rational
aspects, rather than emotional ones. Also, her attitudes are based on rational priorities.
Emotional and rational priority orders are given as [2 1 3] and [1 2 3], respectively, where the
numbers, 1, 2 and 3, represent time, cost and CO2 emission as the potential outputs of the
available options. In our example, a pro-social person gives, rationally, higher priority to time
over the other outputs, whereas she may have different emotional priorities. As mentioned
above, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the pro-social personality and the salience
of time, pro-economy and the importance of cost, and pro-environment, and the concern of CO2
emission.
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4.4. Hypotheses and scenarios
Based on the assumptions and underlying factors in our model, we could formulate a
hypothesis concerning the role of negative prediction error and trust in behavior change:
As long as there is no negative prediction error, there is no behavior change, at
least not in a short time.
To test our propositions, we have designed and simulated three scenarios. Through these
simulations, we study the impact of different parameters on attitude changes of the PA. We also
analyze the impact of varying the probability of unpredicted events, the length of time that any
particular policy is applied , as well as the level of trust.
4.4.1.Scenario I
In the first scenario, we study the influence of unpredicted events (noise) such as accidents,
traffic jams, delays, bad weather, etc. on the decisions of the PA. In this regard, the model is
simulated for 250 trials (e.g. days), divided into five intervals of 50 trials each. As stated in
Section 3, a trial corresponds to an occasion when a relevant decision (of means of transport) is
made. For simplicity, we can assume that one such decision/trial is made by the PA once a day,
for example when going from home to work in the morning, in which case the total length of
the simulation period corresponds to 250 days. The probability of an unpredictable event
increases linearly, with a uniform distribution. The probability of unpredicted events in the first
time frame is 10% and increases to reach 90% as is illustrated in Figure 10. The step size
between the probabilities of different timeframes are 20%.

Figure 10. Stepwise changes in the number of unpredicted events during 250 time steps (trials).
The simulation period is divided into five intervals of 50 time steps. The probability of
experiencing an unforeseen event (result in generation of negative prediction error) increases by
20% between each interval.

In order to find causal relationships within our system, we have varied the values of parameters
and variables, such as emotional/rational motivation, size of the cell assemblies, learning rate,
trust level, and actual values of options.
As mentioned in Section 2, Qemot/Qrat represents the emotional/rational motivation of an agent
for selecting an option. The first priority of an agent in taking an option is resulting from his
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high motivation for that option. Hence, one of the parameters that may change during the time
is the emotional/rational motivation towards options. Mathematically, Q is a vector with a
length equals to the number of options. Sorting out the Q values in a descending order depicts
the priority order of the agent. Therefore, changes in Q values might affect the priority order.
Regarding the fact that the PA is considered rational by character, the motivation to satisfy the
rational attitudes is higher than for the emotional ones.

Figure 11. Rational motivation changes between different frames, with different probability of
unpredicted events. The number of unpredicted events in the first frame is 10% for the whole
period and it increases to 90% in the last frame.

Throughout the simulation, the number of unpredicted events increases, and accordingly the
number of time that the PA experiences this, the negative prediction error increases. There is a
relation between the number of negative prediction error and the sign and magnitude of the
slope of the motivational change. A lower frequency of unpredicted events results in a steeper
slope of motivational change. An increase or decrease of motivation in selecting an option
might lead to a change in priority order and subsequently in the decision.
The first two frames of Figure 11 and 12, show that a lack of enough negative external
feedback (environmental and societal) is the main cause of increasing the motivation for taking
the car, instead of any other option. Note that there is a difference in the steepness of the slope
between the first and second frames. The higher frequency of unpredicted events reduce (the
slope of) rational/emotional motivation for taking the car, while the motivation for taking
public transport increases with a steeper slope. Here, we assume trust to other agents is based
on rationality. Increase of rational motivation for taking the bike is due to the advice of those
who are pro-environment, with a high trust level. The process of emotional motivation changes
is the same as the rational one, except that motivation for taking the bike is constant.
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Figure 12. Emotional motivation changes in different frames with different probability of
unpredicted events. The number of unpredicted events in the first frame is 10% for the whole
period and increases to 90% in the last frame.

Emotional and rational motivation changes might result in a change in priority order.
Generating sufficient negative prediction error causes priority order to be changed.

Figure 13. Priority order change. The bars in blue represent the situation where the selected option
is car, and the bars in red are the representation of public transport.

In Figure 13, public transport has priority over car after 31 trials/days (i.e. decisions to take the
car) when the probability of unpredicted events is 50%. The time required for the PA to change
her priority order shortens with increase in frequency of unpredicted events.
Another impact of unpredicted events is on the trust of the PA to different options. As is
illustrated in Figure 14, trust in taking car is subject to negative influence of unpredicted
events. During the first two frames, while the probability of unpredicted events is 10 and 30
percent, respectively, the level of trust to car is greater than the trust to public transport.
Interestingly, an increase of the unpredicted event probability to 50% would provide a suitable
base for changing the priority order. Trust to options and other agents is affected by a change in
motivation. Despite the larger initial value of trust to car, trust to public transport is higher in
the last three frames.
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Figure 14. Trust to options. Probability of unpredicted event affects the change in priority order.

Finally, the list of selected options during 250 trials is illustrated in Figure 15. It is clear that the
frequency of selecting car decreases, and taking public transport becomes more probable.

Figure 15. Frequency of selecting different options during 250 trials.

It is important to mention that changes in priority order should not be interpreted as a change of
personality or attitude. Due to negative external feedback, the agent decides to change his
behavior but not necessarily his attitude. As is illustrated in Figure 16, after some trials the
agent decides to change the means of transport, but not his attitude. In figure 16, the shortest
line depicts the shortest path, with respect to required time to reach the goal.
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Figure 16. Turquoise color in both figures shows the selected shortest path. The left figure
represents the car pathways, and the right figure illustrates the public transport pathways.

4.4.2. Scenario II
In the second scenario, as in the first one, generating negative prediction error is the basis for
changing the behavior and attitude of the agent. We study the influence of implementing
temporary policies on the change in priority order and trust (e.g. one month free bus ticket if
leaving car, increasing parking fees, etc.), while there is no unpredictable event. The policies
are implemented for a fixed period of time, after which return to initial situation. Such policies
could be, for example, changes in toll fees, parking fees, public transport availability, road
development etc. Changes of this kind may result in generating negative prediction error. The
length of a policy implementation (required time) plays an important role in behavior change
and attitude internalization.
We ran the simulation for different lengths of time, to study the effect on trust and behavior. At
five time intervals, temporary changes are imposed which might influence the DM. The
policies start to be implemented from trial/day 10, and lasts temporarily for 10, 30, 50, 70, or 90
trials/days, respectively, during each of the five time intervals.
In the second frame, the imposed changes last for 30 trials/days. Interestingly, immediately
after the end of this period the behavior of the PA is changed as she changed her decision to
travel by public transport instead of by car. This process is repeated in the other frames.
Although the period of changes is longer, in all other frames, after 31 trials/days the priority of
the PA in selecting means of transport change. In other words, the least required time to change
the behavior of the agent is 30 days, and longer temporary change is not required.
In Figure 17, the first frame while the imposed negative feedback lasts for 10 trials is not
sufficient to change the priority order. Therefore, during 100 trials the PA consistently select
the option car to reach her destination.
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Figure 17. Rational motivation changes during five time intervals. The length of implementing
policies varies from 10 to 90 trials.

Figure 18. Rational motivation changes during five frames. The length of implementing policies
vary from 10 to 90 trials.

Failure in satisfying the goal of the PA affects her trust level to the options. As is illustrated in
Figure 19, trust to car is significantly greater than trust to public transport. It shows that policy
implementation during 10 trials is not enough to change the trust level of the agent towards
these options. Increasing the length of temporary changes will increase the trust level to public
transport and decrease the trust to car.
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Figure 19. Trust to the three options, bike, car and public transport.

4.4.3. Scenario III
In the third scenario, we wanted to find the influence of trust in changing attitude. Our
simulations indicate that the trust level is not the only influential parameter that might affect the
attitude change. The influence of this parameter should be analyzed regarding the probability of
unpredicted events. Even the high trust level of the PA to the society does not affect the attitude
change process, while the probability of unpredicted event is low (e.g. around 25%). Hence, we
studied the influence of society on the agent’s attitude, with a fairly high (80%) probability of
negative prediction error generation. In this process, different levels of trust between the PA
and society are applied, ranging from 10 to 90 percent with a step size of 20 percent. In this
scenario, the number of agents interacting with the PA is reduced to one, to make the study
easier. As mentioned above, the applied trust in this model is conditional. The personality of the
advisor differs from the PA. In this case, (s)he is pro-economy and her/his first rational priority
is taking public transport and her/his highest emotional priority is car.
The simulated model produced some interesting results concerning change in motivation and in
priority order. Motivation is considered one of the most important parameters behind a change
in priority order. Figures 20 and 21 illustrate the change in emotional/rational motivation of the
PA under the influence of different trust levels. Interestingly, a decrease of motivation to car
has an inverse correlation with trust level. Higher social trust level leads to lower motivation for
taking car. On the contrary, there is a direct relationship between the level of the trust and
increase of motivation for taking public transport. In other words, in cases with higher social
trust, the advisor is more successful in changing the behavior of the PA.
Since the probability of unpredicted events is high, the motivation of the PA for taking the car
decreases in all five frames and increases for taking public transport. The difference between
frames is the rate of increase and decrease of motivations.
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Figure 20. Emotional motivation changes considering different trust levels between the decision
maker and society. Higher level of social trust bring out higher motivation for taking public
transport and lower motivation for taking car.

Figure 21. Rational motivation changes considering different trust levels between the PA and
other agents. Higher level of social trust brings about higher motivation for taking public transport
and lower motivation for taking car.

As mentioned above, the rate of increase in rational/emotional motivation for taking car is
much greater in a society with higher trust level. Considering the results from the motivational
change, it can easily be seen that there is a relation between the priority order change and trust
level.
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Figure 22. Change in priority order, depending on the trust level between the agents.

As is illustrated in Figure 22, the required time for a changed behavior is a function of trust
level. Changing of the attitude in a society with a high level of trust is much easier than the
society with weak trust network. In Figure 22 the behavior of the PA does not change, while the
trust between the agents is 10%, while the society with higher trust level is more on the verge
attitude change.

5. Conclusions and Discussion
In this report, we have modeled some major parts of the neural system involved in decision
making, including amygdala, orbitofrontal cortex, and lateral prefrontal cortex. These systems
also represent emotional, as well as rational/cognitive aspects of DM. We have also considered
the interaction of several agents for social decision making, exemplified by choice of transport
and with consequences for climate change.
With our neuro-cognitive model, we have demonstrated how different cell assemblies,
representing different optional choices available to an individual may compete with respect to
their activity levels. This level, or intensity of the activity, was suggested to be a combined
measure of the size of the cell assembly (number of network nodes), and the frequency and
amplitude of the oscillatory activity of the nodes. The winning assembly is simply the one with
the strongest neural activity, measured as the product of the three assembly characteristics
(number, frequency, amplitude). The different options get different values, depending on
internal and external factors. Internal factors could be attitudes, values, mood etc., while the
external factors include traffic situations, availability, distance etc., but also the influence of
other individuals in a social context. In fact, context could be considered the combined internal
and external context, while a stimulus signal could also be either internal or external. A signal
is typically specific, having a specific information content that usually is transmitted to the DM
system via our sensory systems, or via other brain areas.
Hence, for any particular input signal, the final decision made by an individual could shift
depending on internal and external context. In the case of choice of transport from home to
work, given the available options (car, bus, bicycle), the choice could depend on e.g. either
mood or traffic situations any particular day. The experience of our decisions/choices is also
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learnt and may influence future decisions. For example, if I have decided to take the bus instead
of my car one morning, and the bus is delayed or maybe even does not show up, this experience
will affect my willingness to take the bus the next day. Similarly, if I end up in traffic jams
almost every morning taking my car, I (eventually) may decide to try another means of
transport. In addition to these contextual influences, our neighbors in our social networks also
influence our decisions, depending on the psycho-social distance (trust). This influence may
either be informational, through direct communication, or by adopting the trusted ones’
decisions/behavior.
In a larger frame of context, our own decisions and actions will in turn affect the context of all
other individuals in the society, according to some distance measure, for example, a psychosocial distance and strength of interpersonal ties (Granovetter, 1973). This could correspond to
what is sometimes referred to as “social capital”, or trust. We have previously shown that
neural network dynamics and properties can change dramatically, depending on strength of
network weights (Halnes et al., 2007), which may also be the case of social networks, and
which will be explored further. Attempts to relate neural network properties to social networks
have already been made for belief polarization, where it is shown that social relations rather
than individual beliefs matter most (Sack et al., 2013), but the analogy may be taken further,
where the link between the micro level of individual decisions and macro levels in society can
display interesting dynamics at several temporal and spatial scales.
Understanding the DM process of an individual may be helpful not only to that individual, but
also to those interacting with that individual, as well as to policy makers and businesses who
want to influence our behavior. Apparently, our decisions are based on biological (genetic,
neural, physiological) factors, but also on social and environmental factors, that constitute a
complex web of causation, making it hard or even impossible to predict a behavior for any
given individual. Yet, taken en masse, the behavior of hundreds or thousands of individuals
may be more or less predictable, and to some extent controllable, depending on our knowledge
of internal as well as external signals and contexts. This knowledge can be used (and misused)
for such activities as spreading of information, nudging, advertisement and propaganda.
In recent years, DM has been considered as one of the most important examples of cognitive
processes, and computational models are abundant. Such models may describe single or multibrain structures (e.g. Frank & Claus, 2006; Chadderdon & Sporns 2006; Ratcliff & Frank,
2012). However, apart from our work, there are few modeling attempts that consider the
interaction of LPFC, OFC and amygdala, as the major components of the decision making
process (John et al., 2013).
For example, Frank & Claus (2006) focus on the interaction between basal ganglia, OFC and
amygdala in their modeling of DM in gambling. Similarly with our model, they implement the
idea of context-based decision based on reversal learning in OFC. Despite this and other
similarities between our model and theirs, some differences are notable. One of these is the way
in which OFC and amygdala affect each other. In the Frank-Claus model, amygdala provides
OFC with information about the environment by external stimulation, while in our model both
structures are subject to value signals, and OFC just plays the role of modulating amygdala.
Considering the nexus of emotion and cognition in DM is another difference between our
models, where in our model, attitude and personality is considered as important influential
parameters.
Emotion and cognition is, however, considered by Mukherjee (2010), where psychological
aspects of DM are in focus, but without attempting to model the neurobiological basis. In
contrast to our model, where values of available options are represented by oscillating cell
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assemblies, Mukherjee computes values with the help of some abstract equations. Maximizing
the values under uncertainty is in focus in his model, while in our model, the values are
represented by the level of activity (size, frequency and amplitude) in amygdala, OFC, and
LPFC.
Levine (2012) presents a neuronal basis of DM, including concepts of emotion and deliberation
with the main focus on affective DM. Both Levine’s and our model consider the involvement
of OFC and amygdala in emotional processing, but Levine bases his model on the adaptive
resonance theory (ART), postulated by Carpenter and Grossberg (1987). However, in contrast
to this model, our modeling focuses on the separate involvement of various brain structures in
DM, but the final decision is considered as the integrated resultant of these systems.
There are of course many simplifications and assumptions made in our modeling that could be
discussed and re-examined, and which may be crucial for the behavior of our model system.
For example, experiments on OFC-lesioned animals indicate the incapability of those animals
in devaluation of the reward (Winstanley et al., 2004). Intact OFC is devaluing the reward
regarding the time of delivery. Large delayed reward has a lower value, comparing to small
short term reward. This can be included with the help of a hyperbolic discounting function,
which models the exponential reduction of rewards in terms of time.
In a future development of our decision making model, we want to include more biological, as
well as psychological and social facts, that could make the results even more realistic, and
hopefully useful for various types of stakeholders and policy makers. Given the proposed
models and assumptions, and based on the computer simulations, we could still make some
preliminary conclusions, which need to be confirmed by empirical data to be fully appreciated.
For example, negative prediction errors and trust levels are both strongly affected by the
behavior change, and we observed a causal-effect relation between these two parameters.
Simulation results confirm our hypothesis related to the role of negative prediction error. In
cases with low probability of negative prediction error, a changed behavior does not happen or
will take a long time to occur. In Scenario III, the role of trust in the face of negative prediction
error was clearly illustrated. We found that, despite a high trust level between the agents, a low
probability of negative prediction error prevents or postpones behavior change. On the other
hand, cases with high probability of negative prediction error, but low trust level, requires a
long time for behavior change. The required time to change the priority order is more
influenced by the number of unexpected events rather than by the trust level. These results lead
us to propose the following theorem:
To change the behavior of individuals, providing situations resulting in a negative
prediction error, is necessary but not sufficient, while the trust level can be
considered a sufficient condition.
Moreover, experiencing the actual value of the selected option might cause the trust level to be
increased or declined. Therefore, generating negative/positive prediction error play an import
role in all three scenarios. The actual value of the option may change regarding the temporary
or permanent environmental conditions. Changes in external situations, e.g. the occurrence of
unpredicted events, can be considered as noise in the system. The probability of noise
generation in the system affects the trust level. For example, the higher probability of
unpredicted events in road traffic, causes the PA to have a higher propensity to trust public
transport rather than the trust to the car.
All scenarios provided some interesting results, based on the parameters that were under study.
Considering the Scenario I, there is an inverse relation between the number of unpredicted
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events (UE) and the time required to change the priority order. The higher probability of
unpredicted events causes the PA to step across the threshold of behavior change faster.
Therefore, the time required for behavior change is shorter. The time required to change the
order of priorities depends on the difference between the motivations for selecting any option,
as well. Changing priorities happens fast, provided there is no big difference between the
motivation for selecting the various options.
Scenario II provided results on the role of required time for formulating the policies. The mere
implementation of policies is not enough. In order to formulate policies effectual on behavior
change, concerning the required time to implement policy is crucial as well. Based on the
results, a minimum length of implementation is required to change the attitude of the PA and
longer time does not make any difference on the required time for attitude change. Here, the
required time was 30 trials (days) and more trials do not bring out a different result. This
example relates to an experiment made in Uppsala municipality, where car drivers could get a
free bus ticket for one month, if taking the bus rather than their car to work.
Based on the results from Scenario III, increasing the trust between the PA and society shortens
the required time period for attitude change. The time elapsed before attitude changes increases
nonlinearly with linear increase of trust level. The time required to change the attitude of a
citizen with high trust level to society, when the probability of UE was low, is significantly
greater than the one in a more noisy conditions (high probability of UE).
In Scenario III, attitudes can be affected by different underlying factors. These may include
level of motivation, emotional/rational predispositions, prediction error (sign, magnitude), trust
level (trust to means of transport, other agents), learning rate, size of the cell assemblies, time,
the outcomes of options, social advice, environmental contexts, costs, etc.
As mentioned, a negative prediction error results in a decline of motivation in taking the
associated option. There is a direct relationship between policy framework on higher
costs/longer time and negative prediction error of taking car as a decision. Therefore, when
implementing policies for, in this case, transport, the outcomes of the various options (time and
cost) should be a special target. A recent example of this in the Stockholm-Mälar region, is the
tendency of commuters to change to public transport, as the toll fees for Stockholm increased.
An opposite effect was observed when new roads/tunnels were built, facilitating car driving
through Stockholm.
However, not only rational prediction errors have a negative sign, but the agents are affected
also emotionally. The model simulations suggest that an efficient strategy for policy makers
would be to target both emotion and cognition. The cost and required time of travel, traffic,
road conditions, use of modern technology, etc. are among the strategies that agents are both
emotionally and rationally affected by.
A part of the agents in the “society” of the PA is government and policy makers. To increase
the level of trust between government and the citizens should be of major concern for policy
makers, in order to gain public acceptance and for promoting behavioral change. On the other
hand, the policies formulated by the policy makers affect not only the PA, but all the agents
interacting with her. Therefore, attitude modification of other agents, as well as the PA
engenders trust and attitude similarity. Building trust between the agents in a society is likely to
result in social stability. We believe computational models can contribute to a greater
understanding of causal relationships in society, e.g. between individuals and institutions, and
suggest effective pathways to a low carbon society.
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APPENDIX
Matlab Code for Individual Decision Making
function [option]=Start_DM(trial,Preference_rat,Preference_em,NMA)
% close all
rand('seed',1)
global Agent
Nex=100; % The total number of neurons.
Nin=25;
Na=3;
Alpha=0.3;
Cu=[];
V=[]; Decisions=[];
V_emot=[]; V_ration=[];
Q=[8 14 10];
Amp= [10 14 12];
S_Amyg=[30, 40, 50];
S_LPFC=[30, 40, 50];
[S_Amyg,Q_Amyg]=Cell_properties(Agent(NMA).system(1).priorities,S_Amyg,Q);
[S_LPFC,Q_LPFC] = Cell_properties(Agent(NMA).system(2).priorities,S_LPFC,Q);
%%Amygdala
Goal=0;
Pattern_amyg=[];
if trial>1
Feedback='\\mvmlager.mark.slu.se\Home\azna0001\Documents\Complex_2015_03_09\Modeling\Biosystem_Workspapce\workspace_2015_05_
07\Feedback.mat';
load(Feedback);
S_Amyg=[size(P_OFC{1},2),size(P_OFC{2},2),size(P_OFC{3},2)];
S_LPFC=[size(p_P{1},2),size(p_P{2},2),size(p_P{3},2)];
end
Noption_em=Preference_em(1);
[FreqAl_Amyg, Amp_Amyg]=properties(Preference_em,Na,Amp);
[~,V_Eamy,G,Con_Amyg]=Start_Amygdala(Nex,Nin,Na,S_Amyg,FreqAl_Amyg,Amp_Amyg,Q_Amyg,Preference_em,Goal,Pattern
_amyg,Noption_em);
%% OFC
j=3;
Stimuli=2; % This paramater shows the type of external stimuli.
% Stimuli 1 shows the primary reinforcer such as taste and stimuli 2 shows
% % the secondary reinforcer which is associated with primary reinforcer.
% % if the stimulus is just the primary reinforcer OFC just valuates the
% % stimuli but if it is the secondary stimuli first it should form the cell
% % assemblies.
Pattern_Em=[];
[Vemotion,satis_OFC]=Start_OFC(Nex,Nin,Na,Cu,S_Amyg,FreqAl_Amyg,Amp_Amyg,Q_Amyg,trial,j,V_Eamy,G,Preference_e
m,Stimuli,Con_Amyg,Pattern_Em,Noption_em);
Normalized_Em= (Vemotion - min(Vemotion))/(max(Vemotion)-min(Vemotion)); %Normalize the value of emotion to
be in the range of 0 and 1.
%%
%%LPFC
System=2; %System 1 represents the emotional part of the brain and system 2 represents the rational part.
Noption_rat=Preference_rat(1);
[FreqAl_LPFC, Amp_LPFC]=properties(Preference_rat,Na,Amp);
[~,cell_S,Frequency,Amplitude,Q_motiv]=General_properties(System,Na, NMA);
FreqAl_LPFC=[FreqAl_LPFC,Frequency(end)];
Q_LPFC=[Q_LPFC,Q_motiv(end)];
Amp_LPFC=[Amp_LPFC,Amplitude(end)];
S_LPFC=[S_LPFC(1:3),cell_S(end)];
Pattern_rat=[];
[V_R]=Start_LPFC(Nex,Nin,Na,trial,System,FreqAl_LPFC,Amp_LPFC,Q_LPFC,S_LPFC,Preference_rat,Pattern_rat,Noptio
n_rat);
V_R=V_R(1:3);
Normalized_Rat= (V_R - min(V_R))/(max(V_R)-min(V_R)); %Normalize the value of rational system to be in the
range of 0 and 1.
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%%
%%Final Step
Vtot=Alpha*(Vemotion)+(1-Alpha)*abs(V_R);
V_Normalized= (Vtot - min(Vtot))/(max(Vtot)-min(Vtot));
[V_selected, option]=max(Vtot); %The chosen option.
V=[V , V_selected];
Decisions=[Decisions,option];
V_emot=[V_emot,Vemotion(option)];
V_ration=[V_ration,V_R(option)];
Start_DM=('\\mvmlager.mark.slu.se\Home\azna0001\Documents\Complex_2015_03_09\Modeling\Biosystem_Workspapce\workspace_2015_05_
07\Start_DM');
save(Start_DM);
end

function [W,Delayee,Tau_ex,
Wmax,weu,wel,wue,wle,Delayeu,Delayel,Delayle,Delayue,Tau1,Tau3,deu,del,due,dle]=Network_Stimulus(Nex,Nin)
%This function represents the specifications of the network. This network
%is composed of 100 excitatory neurons. The network is composed of 10*10 neurons which are connected
radially.
% There is no self loop in the network. All the neurons are excitatory. N
%NETWORK PARAMETERS of layer III.
Lambda = 5; % spaceconstant for excit-excit connection.
Tsyn = 0.8 ; % Synaptic Delay for all synapses.
v = 0.5 ; % Signal velocity (m/s).
Pex = 0.2 ; % Probability of exc-exc connections(0.2 - 1).
Wmin = 0.01; % minimum of synaptic weight is 0.01 pS.
Wmax = 10; % Maximum Synaptic Weight is 20 pS.
c22 = 0.001 ; % .8 Exc-Exc weight Constant. (0.025 - 0.15)
c21 = 15 ; % Exc-fee2zdforward inhibitory weight Constant. (0.04 - 1)
c12=38; %feedforward inhibitory- Exc weight Constant. (0.015 - 0.075)
c23= 15;
c32=30;%
n = sqrt(Nex);
A=zeros(n,n);
for i=2:2:10
for j=2:2:10
A(i,j)=1;
end
end
AA=find(A==1);
deu = 1;del = 1; due = 1;dle = 3;
Dnn= 1; % Distance between the nearest neighbor (mm).
D_ex_in=zeros(Nin,Nex);
dist= distmat* Dnn ; % Distance between all neurons in the layer regarding the nearest distance.
dist_eu= Dist_ex_in(deu);
dist_el=Dist_ex_in(del);
dist_le=Dist_ex_in(dle);
Theta = 2 ; % Threshold parameter in the gain function.
gamma_gain= 0.5; %Gain parameter in the output function.
Tau_ex= 10 ; % Decay time constant for excitatory neurons.
Tau1= 70;
Tau3=7;
[W] = weightmat(Nex,dist,c22,Lambda,Wmin);
wel
wle
weu
wue

= weight_ex_in(Nex,Nin,dist_el,c23,Lambda,Wmin,1);
=-1* weight_ex_in(Nex,Nin,dist_le,c32,Lambda,Wmin,2);
= weight_ex_in(Nex,Nin,dist_eu,c21,Lambda,Wmin,1);
=-1* weight_ex_in(Nex,Nin,dist_eu,c12,Lambda,Wmin,1);
function D_ex_in=Dist_ex_in(d)
for i=1:Nex
for j=1:length(AA)
D_ex_in(j,i)=sqrt(dist(i,AA(j))^2+d^2);
end
end
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end

function [Weu] = weight_ex_in(Nex,Nin,Distance,c,Lambda,Wmin,M)
%This function determines the weight Matix of exec-exc connections.
for i = 1:Nin
for j = 1:Nex
if Distance(i,j)>2 && M==1
Weu(i,j) =0;
elseif Distance(i,j)> 5 && M==2
Weu(i,j) =0;
else
Weu(i,j) = c*(exp(-Distance(i,j)/Lambda)+Wmin)*(1+Wmin)^(-1);
end
end
end
end
function D = distmat
% This function defines the distance between all the vertices in the
% graded squere.
for i = 1:Nex
for j = 1:Nex
ipos = [abs(i-n*(ceil(i/n)-1)),ceil(i/n)];
jpos = [abs(j-n*(ceil(j/n)-1)),ceil(j/n)];
vertdist=abs(ipos(1)-jpos(1));
hordist=abs(ipos(2)-jpos(2));
D(i,j) = sqrt(vertdist^2+hordist^2);
end
end
end

function [W] = weightmat(Nex,dist,c22,Lambda,Wmin)
%This function determines the weight Matix of exec-exc connections.
for i = 1:Nex
for j = 1:Nex
if i==j
W(i,j)=0;
else
W(i,j) = c22*(exp(-dist(i,j)/Lambda)+Wmin)*(1+Wmin)^(-1);%
end
end
end
end
weu=weu';
wel=wel';
%This formula determins the conduction delay between all the excitaroy
%neurons. From the soma of the presynaptic neuron i to the axon of the
%postsyanptic neuron j.
% The time that it takes the informtion travers the axon.
Delayee=ceil(dist./v + Tsyn);
Delayeu=ceil(dist_eu./v + Tsyn); Delayeu(weu'==0)=0;
Delayue=Delayeu;
Delayeu=Delayeu';
Delayel=ceil(dist_el./v + Tsyn);Delayel(wel'==0)=0;
Delayel=Delayel';
Delayle=ceil(dist_le./v + Tsyn);Delayle(wle==0)=0;
% Delay = round(Delay.*10)./10 ; % The conduction delay.
Delayee(logical(eye(size(Delayee))))=0; % make the diagonal of delay matrix zero.
% Network='C:\Users\Ehsan\Desktop\Azadeh\Complex\Modeling\LPFC\Workspaces\Network_Stimulus.mat';
% save(Network,'W','Delay','Theta','gamma_gain','Wmin','N','Tau_ex', 'Wmax','n','c21','c12');
end

function [W,V_Eamy,G_win,Con_Amyg]=Start_Amygdala …
(Nex,Nin,Na,S,FreqAl,Amp,Q,Preference,Goal,Pattern_Em,Noption_em)
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rand('seed',1);
flag=1;
context=Noption_em;
it=1000; %10000
L=0;
[Decision_Amyg,UFB,UFF,UM,p_Amyg,output_Amyg,Weu_Amyg,Wel_Amyg]=
cell_asseblies(Nex,FreqAl,it,Nin,Amp,S,Q,L,Goal,context,Pattern_Em,Noption_em);
Us_Amyg='\\mvmlager.mark.slu.se\Home\azna0001\Documents\Complex_2015_03_09\Modeling\Biosystem_Workspapce\workspace_2015_05_
07\Amygdala.mat';
save(Us_Amyg,'UFB','UFF','UM','Decision_Amyg','p_Amyg','Weu_Amyg','Wel_Amyg','output_Amyg');
M=3;
Con=zeros(Nex,Na);
[P_Cont,Q_Con,Amp_Con,FreqAl_Con]=context_generation(Nex,context,S,FreqAl,Amp,Q) ;
P=p_Amyg{context};
Con_Amyg=context;
for i=1:Na
PP=p_Amyg{i};
Con(PP,i)=output_Amyg(PP,i);
end
it=1000;
PP=-ones(1,Nex); PP(P)=1;
Distorted= flip_func(PP,0); Distorted(Distorted<0)=0;Distorted=find(Distorted>0);
[U_win,W,G_win,Retrieved]=
Pat_Ret(Na,M,Nex,Con,Distorted,FreqAl_Con(context),Amp_Con(context),Decision_Amyg,it,Nin,p_Amyg,Q_Con(context
),output_Amyg,Weu_Amyg,Wel_Amyg);
V_Eamy=[];flag=1;
for j=1:Na
Pat=p_Amyg{j};
Output=G_win(Pat,:);
[frequency,Magnitude]= PlotFFT(U_win,Pat,Output,flag);
V=frequency.*mean(mean(Output)).*numel(Pat);
V_Eamy=[V_Eamy,V];
end
Winner= find(V_Eamy==max(V_Eamy));
end

function [U,Uff,Ufb,W,G,weu,wel]= Stimulus_Layer(M,Nex,p,FreqAl,it,Nin,Amp,q,Uex,Uu,Ul)
% I am supposed to present the stimulus selective cells, layer III. This
% layer is composed of excitatory neurons which are stimulated with external
% stimuli. The exteranl stimuli are ones which present the options
% (possible decisions) and contexts. The context and the informtion about
% the decisions are integrated in this layer.
rand('seed',1);
% hyperbolic discount function
[W,Delayee,Tau_ex,Wmax,weu,wel,wue,wle,Delayeu,Delayel,Delayle,Delayue,Tau1,Tau3,deu,del,due,
dle]= Network_Stimulus(Nex,Nin);
%Noise function.
sigma= 1;mio = 0;
function [nois]=Noise(t)
nois =power((sigma.*sqrt(2.*pi)), -1).*exp(-power((t-mio),2)./2.*power(sigma,2));
end
%------------------------------------------------------------------------% Gain function.
function out=g(u,q)
C=0.1;
out =C.*q.*( 1-exp((-exp(u)+1)/q));
end
%------------------------------------------------------------------------% Membrane potential changes.
delta_Weu=zeros(Nex,1);delta_Wel=zeros(Nex,1);delta_Wue=zeros(Nex,1);delta_Wle=zeros(Nex,1);
Itot=zeros(Nex,1);
noo= 0.001; %Learning rate.
U=Uex; Uff=Uu; Ufb=Ul;Output=zeros(Nex,1);
INue=0;INle=0;INeu=0;INel=0;
p_prim= 1:Nex;p_prim(p)=[];
Tseri=[]; TinhU=[0]; TinhL=[0];
Firing= cell(1,max(max(Delayee))); w=0;
firingU= cell(1,it); firingL= cell(1,it);
flagee=2;
Output(:,1)=g(Uex,q);
a=200; %Stimulation step
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T=[];
for i=1:it/a
if mod(i,2)==0 continue;end;
T=[T,i*a:(i+1)*a];
end
T=T-a; T(1)=[];
for t=1:it
Iex=zeros(Nex,1);
deltaU=zeros(Nex,1);
deltaUl=zeros(Nin,1);
deltaUu=zeros(Nin,1);
if ismember(t,T)==1
Tstim= t;
I= External_Stimuli (FreqAl,t,Amp); % External input.
%
I=10;
Iex(p)= I;
Tseri=[Tseri,Tstim];
w=w+1;
Firing(w)={p'};
end
fired=unique(cell2mat(Firing'));
if length(fired)==Nex
flagee=1;
Firing={(1:Nex)'};
firingU= {(1:Nin)'};
firingL= {(1:Nin)'};
end
for k=1:length(Firing)
delta_U=zeros(Nex,1); delta_Ul=zeros(Nin,1); delta_Uu=zeros(Nin,1);
firing=cell2mat(Firing(k));
if length(firing)==0 break;end;
conduct_Del=(t.*ones(size(Delayee(firing,:)))-Delayee(firing,:));
if flagee~=1
[r,c] = find(conduct_Del== Tseri(k)& Delayee(firing,:)>0); %Arrival time of presynaptic signals.
r is the presynaptic and c is postsynaptic.
else
[r,c] = find(conduct_Del>= 1& Delayee(firing,:)>0);
end
r=(firing(r));
if c>0
if flagee~=1
w=w+1;
Firing(w)={unique(c)};
end
Tseri=[Tseri,t];
ic =find(ismember(c,p)==1);
ir =find(ismember(r(ic),p)==1);
r_p=r(ic); r_p=r_p(ir);
c_p=c(ic); c_p=c_p(ir);
if c_p >0 & r_p > 0
FP=(c_p-1).* Nex +r_p;
pickp= (t.*ones(size(FP))-Delayee(FP)-1).* Nex + r_p;
delta_W=Delta_W(noo,Wmax,g(U(pickp),q),W(FP),g(Uex(c_p),q));
W(FP)= W(FP)+ delta_W;
W(FP(W(FP)>Wmax))=Wmax;
Iin=W(FP).*g(U(pickp),q);
I_in=zeros(Nex,Nex); I_in(FP)=Iin;
Iin=sum(I_in',2);
delta_U(c_p)=Iin(c_p) -Uex(c_p)./Tau_ex;
deltaU=deltaU + delta_U;
end
%non-stimulated ones
c_pr= find(ismember(c,c_p)==0);
r_prim=r(c_pr);
c_prim=c(c_pr);
F=(c_prim-1).* Nex +r_prim;
pick= (t.*ones(size(F))-Delayee(F)).* Nex + r_prim;
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Iin=W(F).*g(U(pick),q);
I_in=zeros(Nex,Nex); I_in(F)=Iin;
Iin=sum(I_in',2);
delta_U(c_prim)=(Iin(c_prim) -Uex(c_prim)./Tau_ex);
deltaU=deltaU + delta_U;
Output(c_prim,t)=g(Uex(c_prim),q);

%
end

%=========================================================================
% The most important!!!!!!!!
%inhibitory pattern
if t-max(max(Delayeu))>=1
if TinhU(end)==t break;end;
conduct_eu=(t.*ones(size(Delayeu(firing,:)))-Delayeu(firing,:));
[r_eu,c_eu] = find(conduct_eu>=1& Delayeu(firing,:)>0);
r_eu=(firing(r_eu));
if c_eu>0
TinhU=[TinhU,t];
Feu=(c_eu-1).* Nex +r_eu;
pickeu= (t.*ones(size(Feu))-Delayeu(Feu)).* Nex + r_eu;
delta_Weu=Delta_W(noo,Wmax,g(U(pickeu),q),weu(Feu),g(Uu(c_eu),q));
weu(Feu)= weu(Feu)+ delta_Weu;
weu(Feu(weu(Feu)>Wmax))=Wmax;
INeu = weu(Feu).*g(U(pickeu),q);
I_in=zeros(Nex,Nin); I_in(Feu)=INeu;
INeu=sum(I_in',2);
delta_Uu(c_eu)=INeu(c_eu)-Uu(c_eu)./Tau1;
deltaUu=deltaUu+delta_Uu;
if t-max(max(Delayue))- TinhU(2)>=1
fireU=cell2mat(firingU);
if length(fireU)==0 break;end;
conductU=(t.*ones(size(Delayue(fireU,:)))-Delayue(fireU,:));
[rue,cue] = find(conductU >=1 & Delayue(fireU,:)>0); %Arrival time of presynaptic
signals. r is the presynaptic and c is postsynaptic.
if cue>0
rue=fireU(rue);
Fue=(cue-1).* Nin +rue;
pickue= (t.*ones(size(Fue))-Delayue(Fue)).* Nin + rue;
INue = wue(Fue).*g(Ufb(pickue),q);
I_in=zeros(Nin,Nex); I_in(Fue)=INue;
INue=sum(I_in',2);
end
delta_U(cue)=INue(cue) -Uex(cue)./Tau_ex;
deltaU=deltaU + delta_U;
end
end
end
if t-max(max(Delayel))>=1
if TinhL(end)==t break;end;
conduct_el=(t.*ones(size(Delayel(firing,:)))-Delayel(firing,:));
[r_el,c_el] = find(conduct_el>=1& Delayel(firing,:)>0);
r_el=(firing(r_el));
if c_el>0
TinhL=[TinhL,t];
Fel=(c_el-1).* Nex +r_el;
pickel= (t.*ones(size(Fel))-Delayeu(Fel)).* Nex + r_el;
delta_Wel=Delta_W(noo,Wmax,g(U(pickel),q),wel(Fel),g(Ul(c_el),q));
wel(Fel)= wel(Fel)+ delta_Wel;
wel(Fel(wel(Fel)>Wmax))=Wmax;
INel = wel(Fel).*g(U(pickel),q);
I_in=zeros(Nex,Nin); I_in(Fel)=INel;
INel=sum(I_in',2);
delta_Ul(c_el)=INel(c_el)-Ul(c_el)./Tau3;
deltaUl=deltaUl+delta_Ul;
if t-max(max(Delayle)) - TinhL(2)>=1
fireL=cell2mat(firingL);
if length(fireL)==0 break;end;
conductL=(t.*ones(size(Delayle(fireL,:)))-Delayle(fireL,:));
[rle,cle] = find(conductL >= 1& Delayle(fireL,:)>0); %Arrival time of presynaptic
signals. r is the presynaptic and c is postsynaptic.
if rle>0
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rle=fireL(rle);
Fle=(cle-1).* Nin +rle;
pickle= (t.*ones(size(Fle))-Delayle(Fle)).* Nin + rle;
INle = wle(Fle).*g(Uff(pickle),q);
I_in=zeros(Nin,Nex); I_in(Fle)=INle;
INle=sum(I_in',2);
end
delta_U(cle)=INle(cle) -Uex(cle)./Tau_ex;
deltaU=deltaU + delta_U;
end
end
end
end
deltaU=deltaU + Iex;
Uex=Uex+ deltaU;
Uu= Uu + deltaUu;
Ul= Ul + deltaUl;
Output=[Output,g(Uex,q)];
U=[U,Uex];
Uff=[Uff,Uu];
Ufb=[Ufb,Ul];
Itot=[Itot,Iex];
if (mod(t,1000)== 0)
t
end;
end
Outmean2=sum(Output,2)./size(Output,2);
G=Output(:,end);
G=Outmean2;
Imean= sum(Itot)./size(Itot,1);
flag=1;
Us_syn='\\mvmlager.mark.slu.se\Home\azna0001\Documents\Complex_2015_03_09\Modeling\Biosystem_Workspapce\workspace_2015_05_
07\synchronization_test.mat';
save(Us_syn,'Output','U','p','flag');
end

function [Decision,UFB,UFF,UM,P,G,Weu,Wel]=
cell_asseblies(Nex,FreqAl,it,Nin,Amp,S,Q,L,Goal,context,Pattern,opt)
P=pattern_Generation(Nex,S);
if L>1
P{opt}=Pattern;
end
if Goal ==1
S=S(4);
FreqAl=FreqAl(4);
Amp= Amp(4);
Q= Q(4); P={P{4}};
elseif Goal==2
S=S(context);
FreqAl=FreqAl(context);
Amp= Amp(context);
Q= Q(context); P={P{context}};
end
Decision=zeros(Nex,Nex);
Weu=zeros(Nex,Nin);
Wel=zeros(Nex,Nin);
U=[];Uff=[]; Ufb=[]; UM1=[];UFF1=[];UFB1=[];UM=[];UFF=[]; UFB=[];
G=[];
Uex=40*(rand(Nex,1)-1/2); %Initial Membrane Potentaial of excitatory neurons.
Uu = 40*(rand(Nin,1)-1/2);%
Ul= 40*(rand(Nin,1)-1/2);%
M=2; % M is just an andicator to specify which function works.
for i=1: length(S)
[U,Uff,Ufb,Wv,g,weu,wel]= Stimulus_Layer(M,Nex,P{i},FreqAl(i),it,Nin,Amp(i),Q(i),Uex,Uu,Ul);
Decision=Decision + Wv;
Weu=Weu+ weu;
Wel=Wel+wel;
Umean1=sum(U,2)/size(U,2);
Uffmean1=sum(Uff,2)/size(Uff,2);
Ufbmean1=sum(Ufb,2)/size(Ufb,2);
UM=[UM,Umean1];
UFF=[UFF,Uffmean1];
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UFB=[UFB,Ufbmean1];
format short;
G=[G,g];
end
end

function satisfaction=
cont=context;
switch cont
case 0
fprintf ('This
satisfaction =
case 1
fprintf ('This
satisfaction =
case 2
fprintf ('This
satisfaction =
case 3
fprintf ('This
satisfaction =
end
end

Emotional_Response(context)

situation is neutral!');
0;
situation is good and I am happy!');
1;
situation is not so good and I am sad!');
-1;
situation is bad and I am angry!');
-2;

function [Cu,Na,FreqAl_LPFC,Amp_LPFC,Q_LPFC,FreqAl_Amyg,Amp_Amyg,Q_Amyg,p_P,P_OFC]= Feedback
(NMA,dec,att,Na,Nex,Nin,L,FreqAl_LPFC,Amp_LPFC,Q_LPFC,FreqAl_Amyg,Amp_Amyg,Q_Amyg,NA,alpha)
% Since the ultimate decision is based on the sum of the rational and
% emtional values,and choosing the highest value. Threfore, the output of
% the agant based model should be considered emotionally and rationally.
% The rational part should be compared with the properties of the rational
% predicted values
%
%%
%%%%%%%OFC
global Agent
C_em=Agent(NMA).option(dec).emotion(end)>=0;
Qth=3; %The threshold of Q, motivation. The alternative with q below Qth is not chosen.
Pr=Agent(NMA).system(1).priorities;
if C_em==1 && att==Pr(1)
Q_Amyg(att)=Q_Amyg(att)+.1; % Smaller Q = higher motivation 0.01 % NEWS: I changed the + to - in all Q
calculations.
if Q_Amyg(att)> 25; Q_Amyg(att)=25;end;
elseif C_em==1 && att~=Pr(1)
Q_Amyg(Pr(1))=Q_Amyg(Pr(1))-.1;
Q_Amyg(att)=Q_Amyg(att)+.1;
if Q_Amyg(att)> 25; Q_Amyg(att)=25;end;
elseif C_em==0 && att~=Pr(1)
Q_Amyg(Pr(1))=Q_Amyg(Pr(1))+.1;
if Q_Amyg(Pr(1))> 25; Q_Amyg(Pr(1))=25;end;
Q_Amyg(att)=Q_Amyg(att)-.1; % Smaller Q = higher motivation 0.01
elseif C_em==0 && att==Pr(1)
Q_Amyg(Pr(1))=Q_Amyg(Pr(1))-.1;
end;
%%
Cu=find(Q_Amyg(Pr(1))< Qth);
if (length(Cu))> 0
Q_Amyg(Cu)=[];
Na=Na-length(Cu);
end
[~, ind]=sort(Q_Amyg,'descend');
Agent(NMA).system(1).priorities=ind;
%%
%%LPFC
C_rat= Agent(NMA).system(2).option(dec).H(end)>0;
Qth=3;
Pr=Agent(NMA).system(2).priorities;
FreqAl_LPFC=FreqAl_LPFC(1:3);Q_LPFC=Q_LPFC(1:3);Amp_LPFC=Amp_LPFC(1:3);
if C_rat==1 && att==Pr(1)
Q_LPFC(att)=Q_LPFC(att)+.1;
if Q_LPFC(att)> 25; Q_LPFC(att)=25;end;
elseif C_rat==1 && att~=Pr(1)
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Q_LPFC(Pr(1))=Q_LPFC(Pr(1))-.1;
Q_LPFC(att)=Q_LPFC(att)+.1;
if Q_LPFC(att)> 25; Q_LPFC(att)=25;end;
elseif C_rat==0 && att~=Pr(1)
Q_LPFC(Pr(1))=Q_LPFC(Pr(1))+.1;
if Q_LPFC(Pr(1))> 25; Q_LPFC(Pr(1))=25;end;
Q_LPFC(att)=Q_LPFC(att)-.1; % Smaller Q = higher motivation 0.01
elseif C_rat==0 && att==Pr(1)
Q_LPFC(Pr(1))=Q_LPFC(Pr(1))-.1;
end
%% Influence of society on motivation (Trust Influence)
if (C_rat==0 && att==1)|| ( C_rat==1 && att~=1)
for i=1:NA
if i==NMA;continue;end
suggested=Agent(i).system(2).priorities(1);
switch Agent(i).Type
case 1
Q_LPFC(suggested)= Q_LPFC(suggested)+ Agent(i).P/8 ;
case 2
Q_LPFC(suggested)= Q_LPFC(suggested)+ Agent(i).P/8 ;
case 3
Q_LPFC(suggested)= Q_LPFC(suggested)+ Agent(i).P/8 ;
end
end
end
%%
Cu=find(Q_LPFC(Pr(1))< Qth);
if (length(Cu))> 0
Q_LPFC(Cu)=[];
%
Amp_LPFC(Cu)=[];
%
FreqAl_LPFC(Cu)=[];
Na=Na-length(Cu);
end
[~, ind]=sort(Q_LPFC,'descend');
Agent(NMA).system(2).priorities=ind;
%%
%%%For emotion
% I have to follow the following steps:
% 1. find the stored patterns in the OFC. the neumber of neurons in
% each pattern
%2. load the weight of stored patterns.
%3. Find the closet neighbors to the neurons in patterns and increase
%their wights little.
%4. Put some threshold for the weights of the closest neurons to be
%considered as the pattern.
%The threshold for the weight can be mean value of the neuroan weights
%in the patterns.
if L==1
Us_OFC='\\mvmlager.mark.slu.se\Home\azna0001\Documents\Complex_2015_03_09\Modeling\Biosystem_Workspapce\workspace_2015_05_
07\OFC.mat';
load(Us_OFC,'UFB','UFF','UM','Decision_OFC','P_OFC','Weu_OFC','Wel_OFC','output_OFC');
else
Us_OFC='\\mvmlager.mark.slu.se\Home\azna0001\Documents\Complex_2015_03_09\Modeling\Biosystem_Workspapce\workspace_2015_05_
07\OFC_feedback.mat';
load(Us_OFC,'Decision_OFC','P_OFC','Weu_OFC','Wel_OFC','output_OFC');
end
[W,Delayee,Tau_ex,Wmax,weu,wel,wue,wle,Delayeu,Delayel]=Network_Stimulus(Nex,Nin);
if C_em==1
%Excitatory neurons
flag=1;
[Decision_s,output_OFC,P_OFC]=feedback_exc(P_OFC,att,Nex,Delayee,Decision_OFC,output_OFC,flag,alpha);
[Weu_OFC,Wel_OFC]= feedback_inhib(Delayeu,att,P_OFC,Nex,Nin,Weu_OFC,Wel_OFC,flag);
elseif C_em==0
flag=0;
[Decision_OFC,output_OFC,P_OFC]=feedback_exc(P_OFC,att,Nex,Delayee,Decision_OFC,output_OFC,flag,alpha);
[Weu_OFC,Wel_OFC]= feedback_inhib(Delayeu,att,P_OFC,Nex,Nin,Weu_OFC,Wel_OFC,flag);
end
Us_OFC='\\mvmlager.mark.slu.se\Home\azna0001\Documents\Complex_2015_03_09\Modeling\Biosystem_Workspapce\workspace_2015_05_
07\OFC_feedback.mat';
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save(Us_OFC,'Decision_OFC','P_OFC','Weu_OFC','Wel_OFC','output_OFC');
%For cognition
if L==1
Us_Procedural='\\mvmlager.mark.slu.se\Home\azna0001\Documents\Complex_2015_03_09\Modeling\Biosystem_Workspapce\workspace_2015_05_
07\Procedural1.mat';
load(Us_Procedural,'Decision_P','p_P','Out_P','Weu','Wel');
else
Us_Procedural='\\mvmlager.mark.slu.se\Home\azna0001\Documents\Complex_2015_03_09\Modeling\Biosystem_Workspapce\workspace_2015_05_
07\Procedural_feedback.mat';
load(Us_Procedural,'Decision_P','p_P','Out_P','Weu','Wel');
end
if C_rat==1
flag=1;
[Decision_P,Out_P,p_P]=feedback_exc(p_P,att,Nex,Delayee,Decision_P,Out_P,flag,alpha);
[Weu,Wel]= feedback_inhib(Delayeu,att,p_P,Nex,Nin,Weu,Wel,flag);
elseif C_rat==0
flag=0;
[Decision_P,Out_P,p_P]=feedback_exc(p_P,att,Nex,Delayee,Decision_P,Out_P,flag,alpha);
[Weu,Wel]= feedback_inhib(Delayeu,att,p_P,Nex,Nin,Weu,Wel,flag);
end
Us_Procedural='\\mvmlager.mark.slu.se\Home\azna0001\Documents\Complex_2015_03_09\Modeling\Biosystem_Workspapce\workspace_2015_05_
07\Procedural_feedback.mat';
save(Us_Procedural,'Decision_P','p_P','Out_P','Weu','Wel');
Feedback='\\mvmlager.mark.slu.se\Home\azna0001\Documents\Complex_2015_03_09\Modeling\Biosystem_Workspapce\workspace_2015_05_
07\Feedback.mat';
save(Feedback);
end

function [Decision,output,P]=feedback_exc(P,opt,Nex,Delayee,Decision,output,flag,alpha)
pat=P{opt};
Max_weight=8;
Min_weight=.05;
if flag==1
P1=zeros(Nex,Nex);
P1(pat,:)=Delayee(pat,:);
Dealy_sort= unique(sort(Delayee));
del=find(P1==Dealy_sort(2));
P2=zeros(Nex,Nex);
P2(pat,pat)=1;
pattern=find(P2>0);
del(find(ismember(del,intersect(del,pattern))==1))=[];
Decision(del)=Decision(del) + alpha;
%
M_weight=mean(mean(Decision(pat,pat)));
find_P=find( Decision(del) >= Max_weight);
if find_P>0
new_neurons=ceil(del(find_P)/Nex);
pat=[pat,new_neurons']; %Increase the size of the pattern.
P{opt}=pat;
g_patt=output(P{opt},opt);
Stand_Deviate=std(g_patt);
mean_patt=mean(g_patt);
index_bigger= find(output(new_neurons,opt)> mean_patt + Stand_Deviate);
output([new_neurons(index_bigger)],opt)=output(new_neurons(index_bigger),opt)- Stand_Deviate/0.1;
index_smaller=find(output(new_neurons)<mean_patt - Stand_Deviate);
output([new_neurons(index_smaller)],opt)=output(new_neurons(index_smaller),opt)+ Stand_Deviate/0.1;
end;
Decision(pat,pat)= Decision(pat,pat) + alpha;
else
Decision(pat,pat)= Decision(pat,pat) - alpha;
%
Min_weight=min(min(Decision(pat,pat)));
Dec=zeros(size(Decision,1),size(Decision,2));
Dec(pat,pat)=Decision(pat,pat);
find_P=find( Dec <= Min_weight & Dec > 0 | Dec<0);
if find_P>0 Dec(find_P)=0;end;
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fired_neuron=find(sum(Dec(pat,:),2)==0); %The neuron of the pattern which does not have any connection
with the other members of the pattern.
if isempty(fired_neuron)==0; pat(fired_neuron)=[];end;
end
P{opt}=unique(pat);
end

Matlab Code of Social Decision Making
function Society
close all
global Agent
global shortestpath
rand('seed',1);
%%Initialization
NAL=3; %Number of Alternatives. (Car, Bike, Train)
NA=5; %Number of Agents.
NAtt=3; %Number of attitudes.
NMA=1; %The number of PA.
output=3; %The number of output of the alternatives (Price, Time, emission);
priority_cell={}; % ¤¤¤ just for temporary test. it can be deleted later.
Q_Emotion=[];
Q_Cognition=[];
Rational_att=[];
Emotional_att=[];
Reward_Old=[];Reward_new=[]; List_Decis=ones(1,2).* Agent(1).system(2).priorities(1);Emot=[];Ration=[];
Max_trial=500;
Noise_set={};
Trust_Option={};
% Study the influence of different probability of unpredicted events.
Noise=[0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9];
Milestone=Max_trial /length(Noise);
opt_option=[1 2 3;2 1 3];
for i=1:length(Noise)
Noise_set(i)={randperm(Milestone,round(Noise(i).*Milestone))};
end
Permanent_noise={10:20, 10:40, 10:60, 10:80, 10:100};
[Reward_Alternatives] = Path_init (output,NAL); % Rational rewards of different alternatives.
%%
for jj=1:5
[Trp,Trn,Option_Trust,Trust_thresh,Trust_alpha]=Agents_History(NA,NAL,output,NMA,NAtt);
Path_finding='\\mvmlager.mark.slu.se\Home\azna0001\Documents\Complex_2015_03_09\Modeling\Iran_Modeling\Social\Path_init.mat';
load(Path_finding);
for trial=1:Milestone
priority_cell(:,trial,jj)=
{Agent(1).system(2).priorities(1);Agent(1).system(2).priorities(2);Agent(1).system(2).priorities(3)};
for T=1:NA
Trust_List(T, trial)=Agent(T).P;
end
Trust_Option(:,trial,jj)={Option_Trust(1);Option_Trust(2);Option_Trust(3)};
if trial>1; Reward_Alternatives=Path_update(Coor,Ss(opt),Gs(opt),Reward_Alternatives,opt,trial);end;
%The sequence of attitudes are Salience of Time-Money-CO2 emission.
%which is shown by OPTION. While the sequence of options are Train-Car%Bike which are shown by OPT. (two following lines)
option=Main_Agent(trial,NMA,NA,NAL,Reward_Alternatives,Option_Trust,List_Decis);
opt=opt_option(2,option);
Path_selection=shortestpath(opt).path(1+Agent(NMA).system(2).priorities(1)).name;
Coordinat=Coor{opt,1};
Start_DM=('\\mvmlager.mark.slu.se\Home\azna0001\Documents\Complex_2015_03_09\Modeling\Biosystem_Workspapce\workspace_2015_05_
07\Start_DM');
load(Start_DM);
Reward_opt_new=environmental_updat(NMA,opt,cell2mat(Noise_set(jj)),trial,cell2mat(Permanent_noise(jj)),Reward
_Alternatives);
Reward_rat_Old= Reward_Alternatives(opt,Agent(NMA).system(2).priorities(1));
[HR,HE]=Predicion_error(Reward_opt_new,Reward_rat_Old);
List_Decis=[List_Decis,option];
Reward_new=[Reward_new,Reward_opt_new];
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Reward_Old=[Reward_Old,Reward_rat_Old];
Emot=[Emot,HE];
Ration=[Ration,HR];
Option_Trust=Update(HR,HE,opt,NA,NMA,Trp,Trn,Option_Trust,Trust_thresh,option);
[~,~,~,~,Q_LPFC,FreqAl_Amyg,Amp_Amyg,Q_Amyg,p_P,P_OFC]=Feedback(NMA,opt,option,Na,Nex,Nin,trial,FreqAl_LPFC,A
mp_LPFC,Q_LPFC,FreqAl_Amyg,Amp_Amyg,Q_Amyg,NA,Trust_alpha);
LPFC_size=[size(p_P{1},2),size(p_P{2},2),size(p_P{3},2)];
OFC_size=[size(P_OFC{1},2),size(P_OFC{2},2),size(P_OFC{3},2)];
Rational_att=[Rational_att,find(LPFC_size==max(LPFC_size))];
Emotional_att= [Emotional_att, find(OFC_size==max(OFC_size))];
Q_Emotion=[Q_Emotion,Q_Amyg'];
Q_Cognition=[Q_Cognition,(Q_LPFC(1:3))'];
end
end
function Decision=Main_Agent(trial,NMA,NA,NAL,Reward_Alternatives,Option_Trust,Decision_list)
%We have two types of history files. One of them is related to the history
%of our actions and decisions and the other is the history of our trust to
%the other agents which are AHistory and HHistory respectively.
%Output-based scenario
global Agent
Preference_em= Agent(NMA).system(1).priorities;
Nattitude_em=Preference_em(1);
Preference_rat= Agent(NMA).system(2).priorities;
Nattitude_rat=Preference_rat(1);
[P_objective,P_subjective]=Probabilities(NMA);
[AA_Objective,AA_subjective]=Agent_Advice_Prob(NMA,NA,NAL,trial,Decision_list);
Rev=P_objective(1);P_objective(1)=P_objective(2);P_objective(2)=Rev;
Rev2=P_subjective(1);P_subjective(1)=P_subjective(2);P_subjective(2)=Rev2;
Rev3=Option_Trust(1);Option_Trust(1)=Option_Trust(2);Option_Trust(2)=Rev3;
Ptot_Obj=(P_objective.*AA_Objective)./ ((P_objective.*AA_Objective)+((1-P_objective).*(1-AA_Objective)));
Ptot_sub=Option_Trust .*(P_subjective.*AA_subjective)./ ((P_subjective.*AA_subjective)+((1-P_subjective).*(1AA_subjective)));
Rew_rat=Reward_Alternatives(:,Nattitude_rat);
Rev4=Rew_rat(1);Rew_rat(1)=Rew_rat(2);Rew_rat(2)=Rev4;
Vrat= Ptot_Obj .* (1000-Rew_rat)';
Vemot= Ptot_sub .* [mean(Agent(NMA).option(2).emotion),
mean(Agent(NMA).option(1).emotion),mean(Agent(NMA).option(3).emotion)] ; %A vector of rewards respectively
represents spent time, cost and emitted CO2 analyised regarding emotion.
[~,Index_rat]=sort(Vrat,'descend');
[~,Index_emot]=sort(Vemot,'descend');
if sum(Vemot)==0;Index_emot=Preference_em;end;
Decision=Start_DM(trial,Index_rat,Index_emot,NMA);
end
function [AA_Objective,AA_subjective]=Agent_Advice_Prob(NMA,NA,NAL,trial,Decision_list)
% Noption is the varibale determine that means of transport that the
% individual takes. Always Car is option #1, Train #2 and Bike #3.
%In the other word, Noption can be the number of the agents that advice
%individual. It can fail ot win. Therefore, trust can be analysed
%emotionally or rationally.
%In this part I have to find the individuals beliefs towards taking
%different options. In the other word the emotion of the individual is
%involved in this part = betting ratio: how much do you want to bet that I
%get to school on time. The degree of trust to the means of trasnport can
%becomputed emotionally here.
%The output in function PE is that being late regardless of emtion. Therefore
%we just have one output. The only thing that consider is wether the
%points that I had in my mind regaring my personality is satisfied or
%not. Therefore, I have to find the prediction error which is just the
%difference between the actual and predicted value.
k=2; %System 2: rational system
%The level of similaity between my rational preferences and the other
%agents'advice.
global Agent
for i=1:NA
if Agent(i).system(k).priorities(1)==Agent(NMA).system(k).priorities(1)
P_influence=1;
elseif Agent(i).system(k).priorities(1)==Agent(NMA).system(k).priorities(2)
P_influence=0.5;
elseif Agent(i).system(k).priorities(1)==Agent(NMA).system(k).priorities(3)
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P_influence=0.3;
end
P_influence=1;
Agent(i).system(k).Influence=P_influence;
end
AI_cell=cell(1,NAL);
AI=zeros(1,NAL);
for i=1:NA
%Rational probability of taking any means of transport.
Agent(i).system(k).AI= Agent(i).P .* Agent(i).system(k).Influence; %The degree of influence of an
alternative.
switch Agent(i).Type
case 1
AI_cell{1}=[AI_cell{1},Agent(i).system(k).AI];
AI(1)=max(AI_cell{1});
case 2
AI_cell{2}=[AI_cell{2},Agent(i).system(k).AI];
AI(2)=max(AI_cell{2});
case 3
AI_cell{3}=[AI_cell{3},Agent(i).system(k).AI];
AI(3)=max(AI_cell{3});
end
end
AA_Objective=AI;
%Emotional probability of taking any means of transport.
k=1;
AI_cell=cell(1,NAL);
AIEs=zeros(1,NAL);
%The level of similaity between my emotional preferences and the other
%agents'advice.
NumH=0;NumHF=0;
NAA=zeros(1,NA); %Number of time that the PA accepts agents' advice.
for m=1:NA
NAA(m)= sum(ismember(Decision_list(3:end),Agent(m).system(2).priorities(1)));
end
for i=1:NA
%
if NMA==i; continue;end;
if Agent(i).system(k).priorities(1)==Agent(NMA).system(k).priorities(1)
P_influence=1;
elseif Agent(i).system(k).priorities(1)==Agent(NMA).system(k).priorities(2)
P_influence=0.5;
elseif Agent(i).system(k).priorities(1)==Agent(NMA).system(k).priorities(3)
P_influence=0.3;
end
P_influence=1;
Agent(i).system(k).Influence=P_influence;
%PA: the probability of listening to the advice of agent i regardless of
%his/her success in being trustful.
%POgS:probability of taking the option (Noption) given success.
%PSgO: probability of success given taking option Noption.
%PS : probability of success regardless of type of means of
%transportation.
PA= NAA(i)/trial;
PSgO = numel(find(Agent(i).History(3:end)==1))/NAA(i);
PS = numel(find(Agent(i).History(3:end)==1))/ trial;
POgS= PA * PSgO/PS; %probability of taking the option (Noption) given failiour.
if isnan(POgS)==1;POgS=0;end
Agent(i).system(k).AI=Agent(i).system(k).Influence .* POgS;
switch Agent(i).Type
case 1
AI_cell{1}=[AI_cell{1},Agent(i).system(k).AI];
AIEs(1)=max(AI_cell{1});
case 2
AI_cell{2}=[AI_cell{2},Agent(i).system(k).AI];
AIEs(2)=max(AI_cell{2});
case 3
AI_cell{3}=[AI_cell{3},Agent(i).system(k).AI];
AIEs(3)=max(AI_cell{3});
end
end
AA_subjective=AIEs; %Agent advice subjective belief.
end
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function [Preference,Transp]=priorities(Type,system)
if system==1
switch Type
case 1
fprintf('This person is Pro-social!\n');
Preference=[2 1 3];
Transp= [1 2 3];
case 2
fprintf( 'This person is Pro-economy!\n');
Preference= [3 2 1]; % Size of cell assemblies. time > money> co2
Transp= [3 1 2];
case 3
fprintf('This person is Environmentalist!\n');
Preference=[2 3 1];
Transp= [1 3 2];
end
else
switch Type
case 1
fprintf('This person is Pro-social!\n');
Preference=[1 2 3];
Transp= [2 1 3];
case 2
fprintf( ' This person is Pro-economic!\n');
Preference=[2 3 1];
Transp= [1 3 2];
case 3
fprintf('This person is Environmentalist!\n');
% Size of cell assemblies. Bike > Train> Car
Preference=[3 2 1];
Transp= [3 1 2];
end
end
end
function Reward_opt_new= … environmental_updat(NMA,opt,Noise_set,trial,Permanent_noise,Reward_Alternatives)
global Agent
global shortestpath
global Graph_Rew
L=shortestpath(opt).path(opt).name;
SPath=[L(1:end-1)',L(2:end)'];
SPInd=(SPath(:,2)-1).*size(Graph_Rew(opt).Time,1)+SPath(:,1);
Time_mod=20; %Time required to traverse a pathway is changed Permanently based on policies.
% Cost_mod=4; %Price required to traverse a pathway is changed Permanently based on policies.
flag=0;
% The elements in the matrix is the value of that parameter for the
% decision maker not time, cost and co2 emotions.
%Therefore, the maximum value is the vinner. For example in the case of
% time, the maximum value determines the minimum time required to pass
% through a distance. Hence, to encourage people to take the train, the
% value of the time should be reduced ( implicitly time is increased)
if ismember(trial,Noise_set)==1 && opt == 2
Dev=10; % Occasional happening. e.g. car crash.
switch Agent(NMA).system(2).priorities(1)
case 1
A=Graph_Rew(opt).Time(SPInd)+Dev;
%The change is not permanent.
case 2
A=Graph_Rew(opt).Price(SPInd) + Dev;
case 3
A= Graph_Rew(opt).CO2(SPInd) + Dev;
end
Reward_opt_new=sum(A);
flag=2;
elseif flag==0
Reward_opt_new=Reward_Alternatives(opt,Agent(NMA).system(2).priorities(1));
end
end

function [Opt_Tru]=Update(HR,HE,decision,NA,NMA,Trp,Trn,Opt_Tru,Trust_thresh,attitude)
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global Agent
Agent(NMA).system(2).option(decision).H= [Agent(NMA).system(2).option(decision).H,HR];
Agent(NMA).option(decision).emotion=[Agent(NMA).option(decision).emotion,HE];
if HE>=0
HRE=1;
else
HRE=0;
end
Preference=Agent(NMA).system(1).priorities;
Noutput=Preference(1);
Agent(NMA).system(1).option(decision).Output(Noutput).H=[Agent(NMA).system(1).option(decision).Output(Noutput
).H,HRE];
for i=1:NA
if HR==1 && Agent(i).system(2).priorities(1)==attitude || ...
HR==0 && Agent(i).system(2).priorities(1)~=attitude
Agent(i).History=[Agent(i).History,abs(-(NMA<i)+HR)];
if Agent(i).P<1
Agent(i).P=Agent(i).P + Agent(i).P.* Trp(i);
if Agent(i).P>1; Agent(i).P=1;end;
%
Agent(i).P=numel(Agent(i).History==1)/numel(Agent(i).History); %Trust
end
if i==NMA
Opt_Tru(decision)= Opt_Tru(decision) + 0.01;
end
elseif HR==0 && Agent(i).system(2).priorities(1)==attitude|| ...
HR==1 && Agent(i).system(2).priorities(1)~=attitude
Agent(i).P=Agent(i).P - Agent(i).P.* Trn(i);
Agent(i).History=[Agent(i).History,abs(-(NMA<i)+HR)];
if i==NMA
Opt_Tru(decision)= Opt_Tru(decision) - 0.01;
end
end
end
Opt_Tru((Opt_Tru<Trust_thresh)==1)=0.1;
end

function [Trp,Trn,Option_Trust,Trust_thresh,Alpha]=Agents_History (NA,NAL,Output,NMA,NAtt)
rand('seed',1);
Peronalities={'Society','Economy','Environment'};
global Agent
Agent=struct;
Agent_Trust=[100, 95, 60, 30, 10]; %The numbers in the list is the degree of trust to self, family, media,
government and neighbors respectively.
Trust_alpha=[0.07,0.05,0.03,0.01];
Alpha=0.07;
Option_Trust=[0.7 0.9 0.5];
Trust_thresh=[0.5 0.7 0.3];
Trp=[0.04,0.03,0.007,0.005,0.003]; %Trust rate positive: Rate of increse of trust;
Trn=[0.001,0.003,0.005,0.007,0.03];%Trust rate negative: Rate of trust reduction;
Rat_list=[]; emo_list=[]; emo_his=[];
att_opt=[1 2 3;2 1 3];%first row is the attitudes and the second row is the correspondance options.
Agent_Type=[1, 2, 3, 2, 1];
for i=1:NA
Agent(i).name= sprintf('agent%d',i);
Agent(i).Type= Agent_Type(i);
Agent(i).P = 0.01*Agent_Trust (i);
Agent(i).AI={};% Trust + fascinating option.
Agent(i).attitude=sprintf('%s',Peronalities{Agent(i).Type});
for k=1:2
Prefrence=priorities(Agent(i).Type,k);
Agent(i).system(k).priorities=Prefrence;
Agent(i).system(k).AI=[];
Agent(i).system(k).Influence=[];
for m=1:NAL
switch att_opt(1,(find(att_opt(2,:)==m)))
case Agent(i).system(k).priorities(1)
if k==2 Rat_list=[1,1];end;
if k==1 emo_list = [1,2];end;
if k==1 emo_his=[1,1];end;
case Agent(i).system(k).priorities(2)
if k==2 Rat_list=[1,0];end;
if k==1 emo_list = [1,0];end;
if k==1 emo_his=[1,0];end;
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case Agent(i).system(k).priorities(3)
if k==2 Rat_list=[0,0];end;
if k==1 emo_list = [-2,-1];end;
if k==1 emo_his=[0,0];end;
end
if isempty(Rat_list)==0 Agent(i).system(2).option(m).H=Rat_list;end;%Rationality
if isempty(emo_list)==0 Agent(i).option(m).emotion=emo_list;end;%
if isempty(emo_his)==0
Agent(i).system(1).option(m).Output(Agent(i).system(1).priorities(1)).H=emo_his;end;%Emotion
Rat_list=[]; emo_list=[]; emo_his=[];
Agent(NMA).Option(m).Trust=Option_Trust(m);
end
end
if Agent(i).system(2).priorities(1)==Agent(1).system(2).priorities(1)
Agent(i).History=ones(1,2); % How correct is his/her advice in any trials.
else
Agent(i).History=zeros(1,2);
end
end
end
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